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Önsöz 

Sağlık sektörü çalışanları özellikle de doktorlar açısından İngilizcenin önemi yadsınamaz bir gerçektir.  Fakat 

lise döneminde tıp için hazırlanan öğrencilerin İngilizce derslerine yeterince önem verilememesi ve sonrasında da 

fakültede derslerin yoğun olması İngilizce bakımından eksik kalınmasının ana nedenleri olmuştur. Göreve geçildikten 

sonra da hem çalışma şartlarının zor olması hem de çalışacak zamanın az olması İngilizce ders almayı ve kurs için 

zaman ayırmayı çok zor kılmaktadır. İşte bu yüzden sağlık çalışanlarının ihtiyacını karşılamak üzere hem tıp diline aşina 

kılacak hem de nispeten basit olacak ve kelime çıkarma derdinden kurtaracak bu çalışmayı yapmayı düşündük. Müsait 

vakitlerde kelimelere bakıp sonra okuma yapılabilecek ya da okurken bilinmeyen kelimelere aşina kılacak bu 

çalışmayla sağlık çalışanlarının işini kolaylaştırmayı hedefledik. Ayrıca www.phdakademi.com sayfasında bunların 

çeviri videolarını da bulmanız mümkün. Yakında çıkacak olan kelibu uygulaması üzerinden hem bu kelimelere hem de 

Yökdil Sağlık sınavında çıkan kelimelere sınav sınav çalışmanız da mümkün olacak.  

Hızlıca bitirilirse bir sonraki aşamaya geçmek daha kolay olacaktır. Sonraki aşama içinde benzer bir çalışma 

yapmaktayız. Bu ikinci çalışmada bu kitaptaki metinlerden daha ağır bir dili olan metinler ve Yökdil Sağlık ve TıpDil 

sınavlarındaki metinlere yakın metinler seçilecektir.  

Eğer bu kitaptaki metinleri okuyamayacak düzeyde iseniz sitemiz üzerinden tamamen sizin çalışma 

koşullarınıza uygun esnek saatlerle istediğiniz zaman çalışabileceğiniz bir sistem üzerinden İngilizce öğrenmeye 

sıfırdan başlayabilirsiniz.  

Dil çalıştığımız doktor arkadaşlarımızla dertleşmelerimiz sonucunda tıp fakültesi öğrencilerine naçizane 

tavsiyemiz daha okurken az da olsa bu konuda bir çalışmaya başlayıp günlük 45 dakika bile olsa İngilizceye zaman 

ayırmanızdır. Bu konuda da yardımcı olmaktan mutluluk duyarız.  

Ayrıca çevirileriniz ve başka talepleriniz için istediğiniz zaman site üzerinden ya da whatsapp üzerinden 

iletişimde bulunabilirsiniz.  

Sağlık çalışanlarına çok az bile olsa yardımcı olmaktan gurur duyuyor ve içinde bulunduğunuz zor koşullarda 

yanınızda olduğumuzu bilmenizi istiyoruz.  
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1. Wisdom Teeth 

Wisdom teeth are normally the last teeth to appear. This 

usually happens when people are in their late teen years or early 

twenties - in other words, when they are older and wiser.  Wisdom 

teeth are molars, or chewing teeth, at the back of the mouth. The 

third set of molars, if you have them, are your wisdom teeth.  They 

can grow into place normally and never cause a problem. But often 

there is not enough room for them in the mouth. They might crowd 

other teeth. Sometimes they even push sideways through the 

gums. An impacted wisdom tooth is one that fails to completely rise 

through the gums -- the term is erupt.  Wisdom teeth that only 

partially erupt can leave space for bacteria to enter around the 

tooth. Infection is a risk in these cases.  Wisdom teeth that are not 

well aligned and become impacted are often removed.  People 

should have the placement of their wisdom teeth examined 

between the ages of sixteen and twenty. X-rays can show wisdom 

teeth that are below the gums.  The American Dental Association 

says removal is generally advised when wisdom teeth only partly 

break through the gums. Removal is also advised if there is a 

chance that poorly aligned wisdom teeth will damage other teeth. 

And removal is called for in cases where fluid collects around a 

wisdom tooth that is partly or fully below the gum.  But why do we 

have wisdom teeth if we often need to get them removed? One 

theory has to do with our diets. Scientists say the diet of 

prehistoric humans probably required more chewing teeth. Life 

was probably a little rougher on the teeth back then, too. So it was 

good to have extras.  The removal of wisdom teeth is performed by 

oral surgeons. They say if removal is advised, the best time to do 

it is before the teeth cause any problems or pain.  The American 

Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons says young adults 

are the best candidates for wisdom teeth removal. The group says 

older patients may be at greater risk for disease in the tissue 

surrounding the molars.  Patients can have general anesthesia 

during the operation. Or they might choose to have a local 

painkiller and remain awake. It may depend on the condition of 

the wisdom teeth and the number to be removed.  After surgery, 

there can be swelling of the gums and face and some pain. Both 

can be treated with cold wraps and medication.  
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2. How to Protect Yourself Against the Dangers of 
Extreme Heat 

This week, we tell about health problems linked to extreme 

heat. We tell what experts suggest to prevent and treat these 

problems.  Extremely hot weather is common in many parts of the 

world. Although hot weather just makes most people feel hot, it can 

cause serious medical problems -- even death.  Floods, storms 

and other natural events kill thousands of people every year. So does 

extreme heat.  Experts say heat may be nature’s deadliest killer.  

Last month, for example, some towns and cities on America’s East 

Coast set all-time temperature records. Temperatures rose as high 

as forty-two Celsius.  Several hot days that follow each other are 

considered a heat wave. Experts say heat waves often become 

dangerous when the nighttime temperature does not drop much 

from the highest daytime temperature. This causes great stress on 

the human body.  Doctors say people can do many things to protect 

themselves from the dangers of extreme heat. Stay out of the sun, if 

possible. Drink lots of cool water. Wear light colored clothing made 

of natural materials. Make sure the clothing is loose, permitting 

freedom of movement. Also, learn the danger signs of the medical 

problems linked to heat.  The most common health problem linked to 

hot weather is heat stress. Usually, it is also the least severe. The 

causes of heat stress include wearing heavy clothing, physical work 

or exercise, hot weather and high humidity. Humidity is the amount 

of water in the air.  If several of these conditions are present at the 

same time, a person’s body temperature may rise above safe levels. 

The person loses large amounts of body water and salt in 

perspiration. Perspiration is one of the body’s defenses against 

heat. It is how the body releases water to cool the skin.  Most people 

suffer only muscle pain because of heat stress. The pain is a 

warning that the body is becoming too hot. Doctors say those 

suffering muscle pain should stop all activity and rest in a cool place. 

They should also drink cool liquids. Doctors say not to return to 

physical activity for a few hours because serious conditions could 

develop.  Some people face an increased danger from heat stress. 

They may have a weak or damaged heart, high blood pressure or 

other problems of the blood system. Severe heat increases 

problems for small children, older adults and those who have the 

disease diabetes.  It is also dangerous for people who weigh too 
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much and have too much body fat, and for people who drink alcohol. 

Hot weather also increases dangers for people who must take 

medicine for high blood pressure, poor blood flow, nervousness or 

depression.  Untreated heat stress can lead to a more serious 

problem called heat exhaustion. A person suffering from heat 

exhaustion loses too much water through perspiration. The person 

becomes dehydrated.  A person suffering heat exhaustion feels 

weak and extremely tired. He or she may have trouble walking 

normally. Heat exhaustion may also produce a feeling of sickness, 

a fast heartbeat, breathing problems and pain in the head, chest or 

stomach. Doctors say people with such problems should rest quietly 

in a cool place and drink plenty of water. They also say it may help 

to wash with cool water. Heat exhaustion can develop quickly. It 

also can develop slowly, over a period of days. Doctors call this 

dehydration exhaustion. Each day, the body loses only a little more 

water than is taken in. The person may not even know this problem 

is developing. If the problem continues for several days, the 

effects will be the same as the usual kind of heat exhaustion.  

Experts say even a two percent drop in the body's water supply can 

cause signs of dehydration.  These signs include problems with 

memory and even simple mathematics.  Dehydration limits a 

person's ability to work and think. Experts say a reduction of only 

four or five percent in body water leads to a drop of twenty to thirty 

percent in work ability. The loss of salt through perspiration also 

reduces the amount of work that muscles can do.  The treatment 

for dehydration exhaustion is the same as for heat exhaustion. 

Drink plenty of water and rest in a cool place. Even better, doctors 

say, drink about two liters of water a day so problems with 

dehydration will not have a chance to develop.  Heat exhaustion 

can lead to heat stroke if it is not treated. Heat stroke is the most 

serious disorder linked to hot weather. It results when the body is 

not able to control its temperature. The body’s temperature 

increases and perspiration fails.  Generally, the body temperature 

rises to more than forty degrees Celsius. The body stops perspiring. 

The skin becomes dry and very hot. A person may become 

unconscious, not knowing what is happening.  Doctors say tissues 

and organs begin to cook when the body's temperature is higher 

than forty-two degrees Celsius. Permanent brain damage and 

death may result. Someone suffering heat stroke requires 
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immediate medical attention. Doctors say such treatment is 

necessary or the person could die before help arrives.  The 

purpose of immediate treatment is to cool the victim as quickly as 

possible to stop the body temperature from increasing. Begin by 

moving the victim out of the sun. Raise the person’s feet up about 

thirty centimeters. Take off the victim’s clothing. Put cool water on 

the body. Place pieces of ice in areas where blood passageways 

are close to the skin. These include the back of the neck and under 

the arms.  Experts say it is important to know the danger signs of 

the medical disorders linked to hot weather. It is also important to 

know what to do if the signs appear…in yourself or in someone else.  

Experts say water is important for many reasons. Between fifty-five 

and seventy-five percent of the body is water. Water in blood carries 

hormones and antibodies through the body. Water in urine carries 

away waste materials. Water is needed for cooling the body on 

hot days, and when we are working or exercising. Water carries 

body heat to the surface of the skin. There, the heat is lost through 

perspiration.  Health experts say adults should drink about two liters 

of water a day to replace all the water lost in liquid wastes and 

perspiration. They say people should drink more than that in hot 

weather.  Experts say it is important to drink before, during and after 

exercise. They say we should drink water even before we start to 

feel like we need something to drink. During hot weather, cool 

liquids are best. Also, avoid sweet drinks and alcohol.  We need to 

add that doctors also say it is possible to drink too much water. 

Some people, for example, do this if they exercise hard during a 

heat wave. Experts with the Mayo Clinic say drinking too much 

water can cause hyponatremia. In this condition, the level of 

sodium in the blood falls too low.  The result is that the amount of 

water in the body increases. This causes cells to become larger. 

Mayo Clinic experts say the enlarged cells can cause a person to 

become sick or restless. They also can interfere with mental 

ability, make muscles weak and cause pain in the head. In a mild 

case, simply reducing fluids may be all that the person needs. But 

medical help is necessary if the condition is more severe.  Experts 

have suggestions for runners and others exercising or working 

hard in hot weather. They say drinking a sports drink with sodium 

in it can help prevent the condition.  Doctors say actions other than 

drinking water can protect against the health dangers of heat. Stay 
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out of the sun, if possible. Wear loose, lightweight and light colored 

clothes. Wear a hat or other head covering when in the sun. Eat 

fewer hot and heavy foods. If possible, cook foods during cooler 

times of the day. Also, rest more often. Physical activity produces 

body heat.  Experts say these simple steps can prevent the health 

problems linked to heat. They will prevent sickness, help you feel 

better and may even save your life.  
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3. Diet and Weight Loss 

Today, we will talk about diet and weight loss. Exercise is 

important if you want to get in good shape. But experts say 

exercise alone is not enough if your goal is to lose weight.  

It is that time of year again. Warm weather has returned to 

earth’s northern hemisphere. Summer is a time when people of all 

ages feel like getting their swimwear and going to the nearest 

swimming pool or seashore. But first, there is that troublesome 

little thing called winter weight gain. Many of us gain weight 

because of inactivity during the winter.  

Some people go to extremes to lose that extra weight 

before going to the beach. In the weight loss industry, there is never 

a lack of ideas about how to lose weight. Consider the "Sleeping 

Beauty diet," where you sleep your way to weight loss. You cannot 

eat if you are sleeping, or so the theory goes. Then there is the 

tapeworm diet. The tapeworm is said to help people lose weight by 

eating the food that is stored in their stomach. But first you have to 

be willing to swallow the little creature. This may be more trouble 

than many people want.  

Strange, new diets, treatments and exercise programs 

arrive on the market every day. Each one promises to help people 

lose weight and get a beach beautiful body. The weight loss 

industry takes in billions of dollars each year, and it is growing.  

One research company says the weight loss business will 

be worth more than five hundred eighty billion dollars worldwide 

by the year twenty fourteen. MarketsandMarkets also says the food 

and drink market represents the largest part of that growth. It is 

expected to reach more than three hundred fifty five billion dollars 

by twenty fourteen.  

There is a seemingly endless supply of ideas about how 

to lose weight. There are low-carbohydrate diets and low-fat diets, 

diets that limit calories and ones that let you eat as much as you 

want. And, there are thousands of different kinds of diet pills and 

programs. So where does one begin? Which one is best? 

Experts say there is no single diet plan that works best for 

everyone. Many experts agree on one thing: that to lose weight, you 

must use or burn off more calories than you take in. When you eat 

more calories than your body needs, it stores that extra energy as 

fat.  
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Calories are a measure of energy in food. A pound of fat is 

equal to about four hundred fifty three grams or three thousand five 

hundred calories. To lose that fat in a week, you have to burn off at 

least that amount in calories or eat that much less. The best thing to 

do is to combine both ideas. Eat fewer calories and increase 

physical activity so that you burn off more.  

America’s National Institutes of Health has suggested that 

women limit calories to no less than one thousand two hundred 

calories a day without medical supervision. It also says men should 

have no less than one thousand five hundred calories. Debate 

continues about the best way to fill those calorie requirements.  

For years, eating a diet low in fat was said to be the best 

way to lose weight. A low-fat diet is one in which less than thirty 

percent of a person’s daily calorie intake comes from fat.  

Dean Ornish developed one of the most popular low fat 

diets after years of research on ways to control heart disease. His 

dietary ideas were first published in the medical journal The Lancet 

in nineteen ninety. The Ornish diet plan became more popular in 

nineteen ninety-three with the release of his book “Eat More, Weigh 

Less”. Dr. Ornish studied the effects of carbohydrates – one of the 

most important sources of energy for the body. He found that 

carbohydrates were not to blame for making people fat. Instead, he 

said, fat makes people fat. He noted that a baked potato is not high 

in fat, but it becomes fatty when people add sour cream and butter 

to it.  

Dr. Ornish’s diet plan limits daily calories from fat to less 

than ten percent, with little to no saturated fat or cholesterol. He 

also suggested that people get seventy to seventy-five percent of 

their calories from complex carbohydrates, and fifteen to twenty 

percent from proteins.  

Like other low-fat diets, the Ornish plan suggests that 

people eat diets high in whole grains, fruits, vegetables, beans and 

other legumes. The plan advises people to avoid all meat and meat 

products, and to stay away from oils, nuts and seeds. It does not 

limit the number of calories people eat. But, eating the foods 

suggested by the diet plan would reduce the number of calories.  

The Ornish diet has proved to be effective for many 

people. However, critics say it lets dieters eat too many 
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carbohydrates while setting restrictions on calories from fat. They also 

say the changes required in eating habits may be too extreme for 

many people to follow.  

Unlike the Ornish diet, low carbohydrate diets limit foods 

that are high in carbohydrates. These diets advise people to avoid 

things like white flour, pasta, rice, potatoes and foods high in 

sugar. Instead they suggest that people eat foods that are high in 

proteins and fats. These include foods like meat, fish, chicken, 

eggs, cheese and nuts.  

The Atkins diet is one of the most popular of these diets. It 

suggests that people eat fewer than twenty grams of 

carbohydrates a day. This amount is slowly increased to between 

forty and one hundred grams of carbohydrates a day to keep the 

weight off.  

Both weight loss plans have been carefully studied over 

the years. But no one plan has come out as a clear winner. Three 

years ago, a study in the New England Journal of Medicine found 

low-carb diets to be the best at providing the most weight loss. 

The study was led by researchers at the Brigham and Women’s 

Hospital in Boston and Ben Gurion University in Israel.  

The researchers studied more than three hundred obese 

patients who followed one of three diet plans. These included a 

low-fat diet, a low-carb diet and a Mediterranean diet, which is 

made up of fruits, vegetables, lean proteins, olive oil and nuts.  

A similar study published a year later looked at more than 

eight hundred dieters. The study found that low fat diets and high 

fat diets were equally successful at providing and maintaining 

weight loss over a two year period.  

The researchers concluded that the most important thing 

for any diet is that people stick with it. And you must burn more 

calories than you take in no matter what you eat.  

Some people are unable to lose weight through diet and 

exercise, no matter how hard they try. Others are just not willing to 

put in the effort. Many of these people choose to have surgical 

operations to reach their weight loss goals.  

One kind of weight loss surgery reduces the size of the 

stomach. This is done by separating the stomach into two parts, 
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including a very small section at the top. People who have had this 

operation are forced to eat smaller amounts of food because their 

top stomach fills up much faster.  

Research suggests that most people lose about half of 

their overweight pounds in the first year after surgery. However, a 

large number of people regain the weight in three to five years.  

A new report suggests similar results for another popular 

weight loss surgery. Liposuction has been widely used since the 

nineteen seventies to improve the body’s appearance. It improves 

body shape by removing fat from certain parts of the body. The 

most common areas are the stomach, waist, hips, thighs, neck and 

arms. The International Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery says 

liposuction is the most popular form of cosmetic surgery 

worldwide.  

Recently, researchers at the University of Colorado 

School of Medicine found that the effects of the surgery may not be 

long-lasting. They said people who have liposuction usually 

experience weight gain within one year after the surgery. And the 

fat that comes back reappears in a new area of the body, most 

noticeably the shoulders, arms and upper abdomen. The 

researchers say this is one more reason to try to prevent obesity 

before it happens.  
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4. Why Exercise Is Important and How to Get It 

Health experts have long noted the importance of physical 

activity. Exercise not only improves your appearance. It can also 

improve your health. Exercise helps to reduce the risk of some 

diseases. They include heart disease, stroke, type-two diabetes, 

osteoporosis and even some kinds of cancer.  

America’s Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says 

heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United States. In 

two thousand six, heart disease killed more than six hundred thirty 

thousand Americans. High blood pressure and high cholesterol 

levels in blood can increase your risk of heart disease. Medical 

experts say both can be reduced through normal exercise.  

Physical activity is also known to increase the release of 

endorphins. These chemicals reduce feelings of pain. They also 

help people feel more happy and peaceful.  

There is some debate about exactly what causes the brain 

to release endorphins. Some experts believe it is the act of 

exercising itself. Others say it is the feeling one gets from having 

met an exercise goal. Either way, the two things work together 

when it comes to improving one’s emotional health.  

Exercise improves your energy levels by increasing the 

flow of blood to the heart and blood vessels. One of the main 

reasons people exercise is to control or reduce their weight. 

Physical activity burns calories – the energy stored in food. The 

more calories you burn, the easier it is to control or reduce your 

weight. So exactly how much exercise do you need to do to gain 

all of these great health effects? Experts say it is easier than you 

think.  

In two thousand eight, the Centers for Disease Control 

released its first ever Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans. 

The report included suggestions for young people, adults, disabled 

persons and those with long-term health problems. One of the 

major ideas noted in the report was that some activity is better than 

none. So if you are not doing anything, now is the time to get 

started.  

The CDC defines physical activity as anything that gets 

your body moving. And, it says there are two separate, but equally 

important kinds of physical activity. Aerobic or cardio exercise gets 

your heart rate going faster and increases your breathing. Some 
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examples are activities like walking at an increased speed, dancing, 

swimming or riding a bicycle. Muscle-strengthening activities help 

build and strengthen muscle groups in the body. This kind of 

exercise includes lifting weights, or doing sit-ups and push-ups.  

To get the most from your exercise plan, experts say adults 

should get at least two and a half hours of aerobic exercise each 

week. More intense activities reduce the suggested amount of time 

to one hour and fifteen minutes. Some examples are playing 

basketball, swimming and distance running.  

Earlier advice from the CDC said people need to exercise 

thirty minutes each day for at least five days to get the health 

benefits of exercise. More recent research suggested that those 

gains are the same whether you exercise for short periods over five 

days or longer sessions over two or three days.  

In addition, the newer suggestions say any exercise plan 

should include at least two days of muscle training. Each exercise 

period should be at least ten minutes long. The total amount of 

activity should be spread over at least two days throughout the 

week. Most importantly, experts say people should choose physical 

activities that they find fun. This helps to guarantee that they stay 

with the program.  

So, what are some of the most popular forms of exercise in 

the United States? Walking tops the list. A two thousand six report 

from the CDC found that more than seventy-nine million Americans 

walk to stay physically fit. For many people, it is considered the 

easiest way to get exercise. It does not require a health club 

membership. Walking is safe. And it is said be to as valuable for 

one’s health as more intense forms of exercise like jogging. Walking 

is also said to be less damaging to the knees and feet. This makes 

it a better choice of exercise for older adults. Another popular form 

of exercise is jogging, or running at a slow to medium speed. USA 

Track and Field Hall of Famer Bill Bowerman was credited with 

bringing jogging to the United States in the nineteen seventies. He 

did so after witnessing the popularity of the activity himself during 

a trip to New Zealand in the nineteen sixties. He started the first 

running club in America and wrote a book about jogging for fitness. 

Bill Bowerman also helped establish Nike, the tennis shoe 

company.  
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Jogging provides great physical conditioning for the heart 

and lungs. And, it increases the flow of blood and oxygen in the 

body. All of these things combined help to improve heart activity, 

lower blood pressure and cholesterol levels, and reduce bone and 

muscle loss. Running is also a good way to lose weight. People 

burn an average of one hundred sixty calories a kilometer while 

running.  

The Census Bureau says swimming was the second most 

popular sports activity in the United States in two thousand eight. 

The top activity was exercise walking. Swimming is said to be one 

of the best ays to exercise. Nearly all of the major muscle groups 

are put to work. Swimming also presents less risk of muscle and 

joint injury because of the body’s weightlessness in water. This 

makes it a great choice of exercise for people with special needs, 

like pregnant women, older adults, and persons who are 

overweight. Some people have questioned whether swimming 

burns as many calories as other forms of exercise. But one thing is 

sure: the effects on your health are just as great.  

Water aerobics is another popular form of exercise. This 

can be anything from walking or running against the resistance of 

water, to doing jumping jacks in the water. Dancing can also be a 

fun way to exercise. This is especially true for those who see 

exercise as a necessary evil: something they should do, not 

something they want to do. A dance-fitness program called Zumba 

has grown in popularity in recent years. Zumba is said to be one 

of the fastest-growing group programs in the physical fitness 

industry today.  

Alberto Beto Perez created Zumba in his native Colombia 

in the nineteen nineties. His dance-fitness program is based on 

salsa, meringue, and other forms of Latin American music. Mr. 

Perez brought the program to the United States in two thousand 

one. Since then it has spread around the world.  

The Zumba website says its classes are now offered in 

more than one hundred thousand gyms, fitness studios and dance 

clubs around the world. That is up from about two thousand 

locations in two thousand six. The website also says that more 

than twelve million people now attend Zumba classes in one 

hundred twenty-five countries.  
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Whatever kind of exercise you choose, experts agree that you 

should start small and work your way up. Start by exercising ten 

minutes a day two times a week. After a few weeks, increase your 

time to fifteen or twenty minutes, and increase the number of days.  

Next, aim to increase the intensity of your workout. If you 

have been walking, trying walking faster, or take turns between 

walking and jogging. And try not to forget those muscle 

strengthening exercises. The more time you spend exercising, the 

more health benefits you get.  

Health experts advise people who have been physically 

inactive to have a complete physical exam before beginning a new 

exercise program. If one of the goals of your exercise program is to 

lose weight, you will also need to change how and what you eat. 

Next week we will look at the influence of diet on your weight loss 

efforts.  
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5. What Do You Know About the Common Cold?  

Do you think getting cold can give you a cold? Is it bad to 

drink milk when you have a cold? Can chicken soup cure a cold? 

Ranit Mishori is a family medicine doctor at Georgetown 

University Medical Center in Washington. She says colds are more 

common in winter, but not because of low temperatures. The cold 

weather just means people stay inside more.  

RANIT MISHORI: “People tend to congregate and be 

together and the way the common cold virus is transmitted from 

one person to another is through handshakes, through sneezing, 

or coughing on one another”. 

Adults generally get two to three colds a year. Children are 

likely to catch four or five. Dr. Mishori says some people 

mistakenly believe they can become resistant to colds.  

RANIT MISHORI: "There are about two hundred different 

viruses that cause the common cold. People think that once you 

get infected one time you develop immunity for the rest of your 

life. This is wrong “. 

There is still no cure for the common cold. But Dr. Mishori 

says there are ways to feel better sooner.  

RANIT MISHORI: "So if you get a cold and on day one and 

you start taking about two grams of vitamin C a day, there is 

evidence that it might shorten the number of days that you will be 

suffering with these symptoms". 

She says honey can also help. RANIT MISHORI: "There is 

increased evidence that it helps shorten the duration of the 

common cold sometimes even by two to three days “.Dr. Mishori 

says honey seems to be especially effective in children with colds. 

But the Agriculture Department says never to feed honey to babies 

less than one year old. It says even honey in prepared foods may 

contain substances that can make babies very sick. Some people 

believe in treating a cold with chicken soup. Does it work? RANIT 

MISHORI: "Chicken soup has anti-inflammatory properties, so it 

helps reduce the duration of the cold but also it helps clear the 

mucus “. 

Mucus is the sticky substance that can make you cough 

and have trouble breathing during a cold. Have you ever heard the 
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old saying "feed a cold, starve a fever"? Dr. Mishori says this is not 

necessarily a good guideline to follow. She says if you have a cold 

but do not feel hungry, then don't eat.  

RANIT MISHORI: “But you have to drink a lot and you can 

drink water or you can drink tea -- anything that gets fluids into 

your body. That's very important”. But what about drinking milk 

during a cold? Some people think it only causes more mucus. Dr. 

Mishori says yes and no.  

RANIT MISHORI: “Dairy products do not cause increased 

secretions, but they can thicken the secretions. So it's possible 

that discomfort is somewhat more enhanced when you drink milk. 

But obviously, if you’re a baby and that's all you drink, you should 

not stop giving babies milk”. 
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6. Avoiding the Danger of Carbon Monoxide 
Poisoning 

Winter has brought cold weather to many areas in Earth’s 

northern hemisphere. With the cold comes a danger as old as 

man’s knowledge of fire -- death or injury by carbon monoxide 

poisoning. Today, we tell about this ancient and continuing 

danger.  

An eight year old boy died earlier this month in his home 

near Boston, Massachusetts. His mother reportedly had burned 

charcoal in the home. Police believe the boy died of carbon 

monoxide poisoning.  

Also in January, carbon monoxide killed four members of a 

poor family in central California. A ten-year-old girl, her eight-year-

old sister and two of their relatives died from the poison gas. It is 

said to have come from a gas-powered generator being used to 

heat the home. They were using the device because they had 

failed to pay their heating bill, and the company had turned off 

their heat.  

Carbon monoxide poisoning causes many deaths and 

injuries to people and animals around the world. The gas has 

been a problem since people first began burning fuels to cook food 

or to create heat. It is a problem in all parts of the world that 

experience cold weather.  

America’s Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has 

studied deaths caused by carbon monoxide poisoning. It found that 

the average number of carbon monoxide deaths in the United 

States was greatest in the month of January.  

The CDC also found that carbon monoxide kills more than 

four hundred Americans each year. And, it said, more than twenty 

thousand people are taken to hospital emergency rooms for 

treatment of health problems linked to the gas. Four thousand of 

them had to stay in the hospital to be treated.  

Carbon monoxide is called the silent killer because people 

do not know it is in the air. The gas has no color. It has no taste. It 

has no smell. It does not cause burning eyes. And it does not cause 

people to cough. But it is very deadly. It steals the body’s ability to 

use oxygen.  

Carbon monoxide decreases the ability of the blood to 

carry oxygen to body tissues. It does this by linking with the blood. 
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When the gas links with the blood, the blood is no longer able to carry 

oxygen to the tissues that need it. Damage to the body can begin 

very quickly from large amounts of carbon monoxide. How quickly 

this happens depends on the length of time a person is breathing 

the gas and the amount of the gas he or she breathes in. Another 

consideration is how much alcohol the person might have to drink.  

Carbon monoxide poisoning has warning signs. But 

people have to be awake to recognize them. Small amounts of the 

gas will cause a person’s head to hurt. He or she may begin to feel 

tired. The person may feel sick. The room may appear to be turning 

around. The person may have trouble thinking clearly.  

People develop severe head pain as the amount of gas 

continues to enter their blood. They will begin to feel very tired and 

sleepy. They may have terrible stomach pains.  

Carbon monoxide is measured in parts per million in a 

normal atmosphere. Breathing in two hundred parts per million of 

carbon monoxide will cause the first signs of poisoning. It will result 

in head pain, stomach problems and a feeling of tiredness after two 

to three hours.  

A level of eight hundred parts per million will cause a person 

to lose consciousness. Victims will not know what is taking place 

around them. This will happen within two hours of breathing in this 

amount of carbon monoxide. Twelve thousand parts per million of 

the gas will cause death in one to three minutes.  

Medical experts say carbon monoxide affects people 

differently. For example, a small child will experience health 

problems or die much quicker than an adult will. The general health 

of the person or his or her age can also be important.  

An older adult with health problems may suffer the effects 

of carbon monoxide more quickly than a younger person with no 

health problems. People with heart disease may suffer chest 

pains. They may begin to have trouble breathing.  

Carbon monoxide does not always cause death. But it can 

cause many medical problems. Breathing low amounts of the gas 

for long periods of time can lead to permanent damage in the 

heart, lungs or brain. Experts say small amounts of carbon 

monoxide over a long period of time can greatly harm an unborn 

baby.  
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7. What causes carbon monoxide gas?  

Any device that burns fuels like coal, gasoline, kerosene, 

oil or wood can create the gas. Water heaters that burn natural gas 

create carbon monoxide. Fireplaces and stoves that burn wood 

create the gas. Natural gas stoves and gas dryers or charcoal grills 

also create carbon monoxide. Automobiles create it.  

Experts say the leading cause of carbon monoxide 

poisoning is damaged or misused equipment that burns these 

fossil fuels. Many people die or are injured by the gas because they 

do not use these devices correctly. Any device used to heat a home 

should be inspected to make sure it is working correctly. And 

cooking equipment like a charcoal grill should never be used to heat 

an enclosed area.  

Fuel-burning devices can create carbon monoxide gas 

because not all of the fuel is burned. Most devices used for home 

heating have a way to expel the gas from the home. For example, 

a fireplace has a chimney. Natural-gas stoves or gas water heaters 

are usually connected to a device that safely expels the gas from 

the home. Automobiles also have a system for releasing unburned 

fuel.  

Anyone who uses a device that burns fossil fuel must 

inspect the equipment carefully to reduce chances of carbon 

monoxide escaping. Companies that produce the devices usually 

provide directions about using the device correctly. These 

directions should be read and understood before using any 

equipment that burns fuel inside a home.  

A small, portable generator used to create electricity 

during a power outage can be dangerous. The Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention warns that such a device can kill 

within minutes when not used correctly.  

You can do a number of things to protect yourself from the 

effects of carbon monoxide. First, immediately leave the area if you 

recognize the signs of carbon monoxide poisoning in yourself or 

others. Seek emergency medical services after you leave the area 

where you suspect the gas might be. Usually, the treatment for 

carbon monoxide poisoning involves breathing in large amounts of 

oxygen. However, a doctor will know the best method to treat the 

effects of such poisoning.  
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Carbon monoxide does not quickly leave the body, even 

after treatment has begun. It can take several hours before the gas 

disappears. If you suspect carbon monoxide is a problem in your 

home, call your local fire department. Many firefighters have the 

necessary equipment to find or identify the gas. 
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8. Treatment for Hypothermia - 2010 Version 

Today we are going to talk about emergency treatment of 

hypothermia.  

Hypothermia can be mild, moderate or severe. Mild 

hypothermia is something that most people in cold climates have 

experienced at one time or another. You feel so cold that your body 

starts to shake -- not very much, but uncontrollably.  

The treatment for mild hypothermia starts with getting out 

of the cold and, if necessary, changing into dry clothes. Drinking 

warm, non-alcoholic liquids and eating something sugary can stop 

the shivering. Taking a warm bath or sitting by a fire or doing some 

exercise can also help the body warm up. These are all common-

sense treatments. But treatment needs to change when people 

enter the moderate or severe stages of hypothermia. In that 

situation, their body temperature drops below thirty-five degrees 

Celsius. They lose the ability to think clearly. Their muscles become 

stiff. They might bump into things or fall over objects.  

Members of search-and-rescue teams will first try to 

prevent additional heat loss. They will place extra covering around 

the chest, head and neck of hypothermia victims to keep them 

warm.  

Hypothermia victims need medical help as soon as 

possible. Working quickly to get people out of the cold is important. 

However, hypothermia victims must be moved slowly and gently. 

Any rough or sudden movement can force cold blood from the 

arms, legs and hands deep into the warmer middle of the body. This 

sudden flow of cold blood can create shock, a serious condition. 

It can also cause an abnormal heartbeat.  

Members of search-and-rescue teams have a saying that 

hypothermia victims are not dead until they are warm and dead. The 

process of "rewarming" a person needs to be done slowly, in a 

hospital setting. An extremely low body temperature can cause the 

heart to beat so slowly that a pulse may be difficult to find. In other 

words, a person who is suffering from the effects of severe cold may 

seem dead, but still be alive.  
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9. Advice for Staying Warm and Safe in Freezing 
Weather - 2010 Version 

 

Freezing weather can mean frostbite and hypothermia 

unless a person is prepared. Today we talk about how to stay 

warm, dry and safe. Frostbite is damage that happens when skin 

is exposed to extreme cold for too long. It mainly happens on the 

hands, feet, nose and ears. People with minor cases of frostbite 

that affect only the skin may not suffer any permanent damage. But 

if deeper tissue is affected, a person is likely to feel pain every time 

the area gets cold.  

If blood vessels are damaged, people can suffer a 

gangrene infection. Sometimes the only way doctors can treat an 

injury like this is to remove frostbitten areas like fingers and toes. 

Hypothermia is a condition that develops when the body cannot 

produce as much heat as it releases. Signs of hypothermia include 

uncontrollable shaking, very slow breathing and difficulty thinking 

clearly. Hypothermia can lead to death if the person does not 

receive help.  

To avoid cold-related injuries, here is a simple way to 

remember four basic steps to staying warm. Think of COLD -- C. 

O. L. D.  

The C stands for cover. Wear a hat and scarf to keep heat 

from escaping through the head, neck and ears. And wear mittens 

instead of gloves. In gloves, the fingers are separated, so the 

hands might not stay as warm as they would in mittens.  

The O stands for overexertion. Avoid activities that will 

make you sweaty. Wet clothes and cold weather are a dangerous 

combination.  

L is for layers. Wearing loose, lightweight clothes, one 

layer on top of another, is better than wearing a single heavy layer 

of clothing. Make sure outerwear is made of material that is water-

resistant and tightly knit.  

D is for dry. In other words, stay as dry as possible. Pay 

attention to the places where snow can enter clothing. These 

include the tops of boots, the necks of coats and the wrist areas of 

mittens or gloves.  

And here are two other things to keep in mind -- one for 

children and the other for adults. Eating snow might be fun but it 
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lowers the body's temperature. And drinking alcohol might make a 

person feel warm. But what it really does is weaken the body's 

ability to hold heat. Next week: advice from experts about what to 

do, and not to do, to help someone who is injured by cold weather. 
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10. The Story of Aspirin - 2010 Version 

People have known since ancient times that aspirin 

lessens pain and lowers high body temperature. But that is not all 

the drug can do. It has gained important new uses in recent years. 

Small amounts may help prevent a stroke or heart attack. Some 

researchers say aspirin may help patients with colon cancer live 

longer, or may even prevent some cancers. But doctors also warn 

that the acid in aspirin can cause problems like bleeding in the 

stomach and intestines. So, how did aspirin become so important? 

The story begins with a willow tree. Two thousand years ago, the 

Greek doctor Hippocrates advised his patients to chew on the bark 

and leaves of the willow.  

The tree contains a chemical called salicin. In the eighteen 

hundreds, researchers discovered how to make salicylic acid from 

the chemical. In eighteen ninety-seven, a chemist named Felix 

Hoffmann at Friedrich Bayer and Company in Germany created 

acetyl salicylic acid.  

Later, it became the active substance in a medicine that 

Bayer called aspirin. The "a" came from acetyl. The "spir" came from 

the spirea plant, which also produces salicin. And the "in"? That is a 

common way to end medicine names.  

In nineteen eighty-two, a British scientist shared the Nobel 

Prize in Medicine in part for discovering how aspirin works. Sir John 

Vane found that aspirin blocks the body from making natural 

substances called prostaglandins.  

Prostaglandins have several effects on the body. Some 

cause pain and the expansion, or swelling, of damaged tissue. 

Others protect the lining of the stomach and small intestine. 

Prostaglandins also make the heart, kidneys and blood vessels 

work well. But there is a problem.  

Aspirin works against all prostaglandins, good and bad.  

Scientists have also learned how aspirin interferes with an 

enzyme. One form of this enzyme makes the prostaglandin that 

causes pain and swelling. Another form of the enzyme creates a 

protective effect. So aspirin can reduce pain and swelling in 

damaged tissues. But it can also harm the inside of the stomach 

and small intestine. And sometimes it can cause bleeding. But a 

British study released in two thousand nine suggests that taking 

another drug with a small amount of aspirin may help reduce the risk 
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of bleeding. If that proves true, it would help thousands of people 

who are seeking to prevent life-threatening conditions.  

Many people take aspirin to reduce the risk of a heart attack 

or stroke from blood clots. Clots can block the flow of blood to the 

heart or brain and cause a heart attack or stroke. Scientists say 

aspirin prevents blood cells called platelets from sticking together 

to form clots.  

A California doctor named Lawrence Craven first noted this 

effect sixty years ago. He observed unusual bleeding in children 

who chewed on an aspirin product to ease the pain after a common 

operation.  

Doctor Craven believed that the bleeding took place 

because aspirin prevented blood from thickening. He thought this 

effect might help prevent heart attacks caused by blood clots. He 

examined the medical records of eight thousand aspirin users and 

found no heart attacks in this group. He invited other scientists to 

test his ideas. But it was years before large studies took place.  

Charles Hennekens of Harvard Medical School led one of 

the studies. In nineteen eighty-three, he began to study more than 

twenty-two thousand healthy male doctors over forty years of age. 

Half took an aspirin every other day. The others took what they 

thought was aspirin. But it was only a placebo, a harmless 

substance. Five years later, Doctor Hennekens reported that 

people who took aspirin reduced their risk of a heart attack. But they 

had a higher risk of bleeding in the brain than the other doctors. 

Last year, a group of experts examined studies of aspirin at the 

request of federal health officials in the United States. The experts 

said people with an increased risk of a heart attack should take a 

low-strength aspirin every day.  

Aspirin may help someone who is having a heart attack 

caused by a blockage in a blood vessel. Aspirin thins the blood, so 

it may be able to flow past the blockage. But heart experts say 

people should seek emergency help immediately. And they say 

an aspirin is no substitute treatment, only for temporary help. But 

what about reducing pain? Aspirin competes with many other 

medicines for reducing pain and high body temperature. The 

competition includes acetaminophen, the active substance in 

products like Tylenol. Like the medicine ibuprofen, aspirin is an 

NSAID -- a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug.  
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Several studies have found that men who take aspirin and 

other NSAIDS have a decreased risk of prostate cancer. The 

prostate is part of the male reproductive system. Researchers at 

the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota wanted to see how NSAIDs might 

affect prostates that are enlarged but not cancerous. They followed 

the health of two thousand, five hundred men for twelve years.  

The researchers said these drugs may delay or stop 

development of an enlarged prostate. They said the risk of an 

enlarged prostate was fifty percent lower in the NSAID users than 

the other men. The risk of bladder problems was thirty-five percent 

lower.  

Other studies have suggested that aspirin can help with 

cancer prevention and survival. They showed that aspirin may help 

prevent cancers of the stomach, intestines and colon.  

Researchers reported in two thousand nine about people 

who had colorectal cancer. They found that aspirin users had an 

almost thirty percent lower risk of dying from their cancer. That was 

during an average of eleven years after the cancer was discovered.  

Two years ago, European researchers reported that aspirin 

may have what they called a “long-term protective effect against 

colorectal cancer”. Peter Rothwell of the University of Oxford led 

the researchers. They examined twenty years of results from four 

large studies.  

The studies involved fourteen thousand people. Some of 

them took a seventy-five milligram baby aspirin once a day. Others 

took a three hundred milligram, adult-sized aspirin.  

The researchers found that people who took one aspirin a 

day for about six years reduced their risk of colon cancer by twenty-

four percent. And deaths from the disease dropped by thirty-five 

percent. That was in comparison to those who took a harmless 

substance or nothing at all.  

Last week, the Lancet published the combined results of a 

larger observational study, also led by Professor Rothwell. This 

time, he and researchers examined eight studies that involved more 

than twenty-five thousand individuals.  

They found that taking a small aspirin once a day reduced 

death rates from a number of common cancers. Taking seventy-

five milligrams of aspirin daily for five years reduced the risk of 

bowel cancer by one-fourth. Deaths from the disease fell by one-
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third. Aspirin does not help everything, however. It can cause 

problems. For example, it can interfere with other medicines, 

although this is true of many drugs. Also, some people should not 

take aspirin. People who take other blood thinners or have 

bleeding disorders are among this group. Pregnant women are 

usually told to avoid aspirin. And research has shown a link 

between aspirin use and the disease Reye's syndrome. Children’s 

doctors say patients up to age nineteen should not take anything 

containing salicylatic products when sick with high temperatures.  

Experts say most people should not take aspirin for disease 

prevention without first talking to a doctor because there are risks 

to taking aspirin. Some researchers have even said that some 

people get little or no protection from aspirin. So research continues 

on one of the oldest and most widely used drugs in the world.  
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11. What You Can Do to Reduce the Risk of Getting 
Hepatitis 

This week, we will tell about six diseases of the liver. The 

diseases come from six different viruses. Doctors have one name 

for all of them: hepatitis.  

The liver is in the upper right part of the stomach. This dark, 

red organ is big. It weighs more than one kilogram. And, it has a 

big job. The liver helps clean the blood and fight infection. It also 

helps break down food and store energy until the body needs it.  

Hepatitis destroys liver cells. Some kinds of hepatitis are 

much more serious than others. Which kind a person has can only 

be known from tests for antibodies in the blood. Antibodies are 

special proteins that the body's natural defenses against disease 

produce in answer to a threat. Identify the antibody and you 

identify the threat.  

Hepatitis A is usually spread through human waste in 

water or food. It is in the same group of viruses as those that cause 

the disease polio. The hepatitis A virus causes high body 

temperature, pain and weakness. It causes problems with the 

stomach and intestines, making it difficult to eat or break down 

food. Also, the skin of a person with hepatitis may become yellow. 

This is a sign that the liver is not operating normally. To help 

prevent the spread of hepatitis A, people should wash their hands 

after they use the restroom or change a baby's diaper. People 

should also wash their hands before they eat or prepare food.  

Hepatitis A can spread quickly to hundreds or thousands of 

people. But the virus is deadly in less than one percent of cases. 

Many people infected with the virus never even get sick. But those 

who do usually recover within two months. The World Health 

Organization says hepatitis A is often found in Africa, Asia and 

Central and South America. People who have had hepatitis A 

cannot get it again. There is a vaccine to prevent hepatitis A. 

America's Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says the 

vaccine is the best way to protect against the disease. The World 

Health Organization says as many as two billion people are 

infected with the hepatitis B virus. More than three hundred fifty 

million of those infected have lifelong infections. WHO officials say 

an estimated six hundred thousand people die each year as a 

result of hepatitis B.  
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The virus is in the same group as the herpes and smallpox 

viruses. Hepatitis B vaccines have been given since the nineteen 

eighties. The W-H-O says the vaccine is ninety-five percent 

effective in preventing the development of infection.  

Hepatitis B spreads when blood from an infected person 

enters the body of another person. An infected mother can infect 

her baby. The virus can also spread through sexual activity, and if 

people share injection devices.  

Blood products from an infected person can spread 

hepatitis B. People also can get infected if they share personal-care 

products that might have blood on them. Some examples are 

toothbrushes and sharp hair-cutting instruments. Worldwide, most 

hepatitis B infections are found in children. Young children are the 

ones most likely to develop a chronic or lifelong infection. The risk 

of such an infection is small for children older than four years.  

About ninety percent of babies infected with hepatitis B 

during the first year develop chronic infections. Such persons are 

at high risk of death from liver disease or liver cancer. The hepatitis 

B vaccine is considered to be the first medicine that can protect 

people against liver cancer.  

Hepatitis C is even more dangerous. Like hepatitis B, it 

spreads when blood from an infected person enters someone who 

is not infected.  

The hepatitis C virus belongs to the same group of viruses 

as yellow fever and West Nile virus. Most people living with 

hepatitis C develop chronic infections, often without any signs. 

They are at high risk for liver disease and liver cancer.  

The World Health Organization says about one hundred 

seventy million people are infected with hepatitis C. That is three 

percent of the population of the world! The WHO. also says that as 

many as four million more become infected each year. It warns that 

those infected may develop diseases of the liver, including liver 

cancer. The WHO says the highest rates of infection are in Africa, 

Asia, and Central and South America.  

The hepatitis C virus was first observed in nineteen 

seventy-four. But it was not officially recognized as a new kind of 

hepatitis until nineteen eighty-nine. Scientists have been working 

to develop a vaccine and other treatments. Last month, the journal 

Lancet reported that a combination of two experimental drugs 
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could clear the infection in eight to twelve weeks. However, 

researchers are still studying the effects of the treatment.  

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says 

about three million Americans are infected with hepatitis C. The 

rates are highest among people born between nineteen forty-five 

and nineteen sixty-five. Those especially at risk include persons 

who inject themselves with drugs and those who received blood or 

blood products before nineteen ninety.  

Hepatitis D is spread through blood, but only infects people 

who already have hepatitis B. The hepatitis D virus greatly 

increases the chance of severe liver damage. Experts say the 

virus infects about fifteen million people around the world. They say 

it also appears in five percent of persons infected with hepatitis B.  

Doctors say the best way to prevent hepatitis D is to get 

vaccine that protects against hepatitis B. Doctors can treat some 

cases of hepatitis B, C and D. The drugs used are costly, however. 

But they are less costly than getting a new liver.  

The fifth virus is hepatitis E. Experts say it spreads the 

same way as hepatitis A -- through infectious waste. Cases often 

result from polluted drinking water. Medical science recognized 

hepatitis E as a separate disease in nineteen eighty.  

Hepatitis E is also found in animal waste. Studies have 

shown that the virus can infect many kinds of animals.  

The WHO says many hepatitis E cases have been reported 

in Central and Southeast Asia, North and West Africa and Mexico. 

No vaccines or medicines are effective against hepatitis E. Most 

people recover, usually in several weeks or months. But the 

disease can cause liver damage. In some cases, hepatitis E can 

be deadly.  

The virus is especially dangerous to pregnant women. 

Twenty percent of those living with hepatitis E die in the last three 

months of pregnancy. Scientists discovered yet another kind of 

hepatitis in the nineteen nineties. It has been named hepatitis G. 

The hepatitis G virus is totally different from any of the other 

hepatitis viruses.  

Donald Poretz is an infectious disease specialist in 

Washington, DC. He says the hepatitis G virus is spread through 

blood and blood products. But he says the virus has not been found 

to cause any real disease.  
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The World Hepatitis Alliance works to increase knowledge 

about the dangers of hepatitis. The group says people should know 

that the disease kills about one million five hundred thousand 

people each year. It also says one in twelve people worldwide is 

living with hepatitis B or hepatitis C. And, it says, most of those 

infected do not even know it.  

Hepatitis cannot be cured. The only way to protect against 

infection is to receive vaccines against hepatitis A and B, and to 

avoid contact with the other viruses. And that may be difficult.  

Remember that some kinds of hepatitis spread through sex 

or sharing needles. Blood products should be carefully tested for 

hepatitis. People in high-risk groups and those who have had 

hepatitis should not give blood. They also should not agree to leave 

their organs to others after they die. Donated organs can also 

spread hepatitis.  

Experts say people can take other steps to protect 

themselves. These include always washing your hands with soap 

and water after using the restroom and before preparing or eating 

food. Experts say travelers should not drink water of unknown 

quality when visiting foreign or unknown areas. They also should 

avoid eating uncooked fruits and vegetables.  
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12. Food Safety After a Flood 

Food that has come in contact with floodwaters can 

sicken anyone who eats it. Water from floods may contain animal 

and human waste. It can also contain other pollutants like 

chemicals from agriculture and industry. After a flood, food 

safety specialists at the United States Department of Agriculture 

have this advice: Throw away anything that is not stored in a 

waterproof container if there was a chance of contact. Food 

containers that are not waterproof include those with screw caps, 

snap lids, pull tops and crimped caps. Also, throw away boxes of 

juice, milk or baby formula if they have come into contact with 

floodwater.  

The Department of Health in the state of Minnesota says 

you should throw away anything in soft packaging. And the 

Extension Service at North Dakota State University offers other 

advice: Do not save plastic bags of food even if boxes or containers 

inside the bags appear dry. Do not eat fresh produce from the 

garden if it has come in contact with floodwater. To be safe, have 

the soil tested. And throw away screw-topped or crimp-topped jars 

and bottles even if they have never been opened. Glass jars and 

bottles of home-canned foods should be thrown out as well. Experts 

say the containers cannot be effectively cleaned after a flood.  

Throw away damaged metal cans or hard plastic 

containers. Do not use cans that are swollen or leaking, or that are 

rusted or crushed. But food safety experts say that some 

unopened, undamaged all-metal cans can be saved. First, 

remove any labels. The paper may contain dirt and germs from the 

floodwater. Wash the cans with soap and water, and brush or wipe 

away dirt. Use hot water and water that is safe for drinking if they 

are available. Next, place the cans again in water and heat the 

water to one hundred degrees Celsius. Boil the cans for two 

minutes. Another way to disinfect the cans is in a freshly made 

solution of chlorine bleach. Use eight drops of unscented liquid 

bleach for every four liters of water. Use drinking water or the 

cleanest, clearest water available. Place the cans in the solution for 

fifteen minutes. Let sanitized cans air-dry for at least one hour 

before opening or storing them. And relabel the cans with a 

marking pen to list their contents and any dates when the foods are 

best used by. Experts advise using the cans as soon as possible.   
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13. Keeping a Lookout for Skin Cancer 

Today, we will tell about skin cancer.  

Skin cancer is one of the most common forms of cancer. It 

is also the most deadly. America's National Cancer Institute reports 

that more than one million people in the United States developed 

skin cancer last year. Skin cancer is one of the easiest cancers to 

cure if found and treated early. When left untreated, however, it can 

lead to changes in a person's physical appearance and even 

death.  

Skin cancer can affect anyone at any age. Former 

Presidents Ronald Reagan, Bill Clinton and George W. Bush all 

received treatment for skin cancer or pre-cancerous lesions. 

Doctors also treated Elizabeth Taylor, Cybill Shepherd and Melanie 

Griffith for skin cancer or early signs of it. All three performers 

survived.  

Not everyone is so lucky. Musician Bob Marley died in 

nineteen eighty-one after melanoma spread in his body. Melanoma 

is the most severe form of skin cancer.  

The main cause of skin cancer is ultraviolet radiation from 

the sun. Light and heat from the sun can change chemicals in the 

skin. Ultraviolet, also called U-V, rays cause the skin to burn. Over 

time, cancer could develop.  

Anyone can get skin cancer. People with light-colored skin, 

hair or eyes are at greatest risk. A history of sunburn early in life 

also increases the risk. So does a family history of skin cancer.  

Tanning beds can also produce high levels of U-V radiation. 

Many Americans think they look better when their skin is brown in 

color. They spend time in tanning beds in hopes to making their skin 

darker.  

The two most common forms of skin cancer are basal cell 

and squamous cell cancers. They can develop as flat, discolored 

areas of skin or as raised growths, often with a rough surface.  

Melanoma is far more dangerous. Melanomas can appear 

even in areas of skin that do not get a lot of sun. Malignant 

melanoma begins in body cells that produce a brown color. It 

usually first grows in a mole, a small dark area of skin. Melanoma 

often looks like a dark area with an unusual shape. It can be flat 

or raised. Other warning signs are a change in skin color and 

uneven borders around a mole.  
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The majority of people with melanoma are white men over 

the age of fifty. Without early treatment, this kind of cancer can 

spread quickly. Each year, more than sixty-eight thousand people 

in the United States learn they have melanoma. The National 

Cancer Institute estimates that eight thousand six hundred fifty 

Americans died because of melanoma last year.  

The sooner skin cancer is found, the easier it is to treat. 

That is why doctors advise people to perform monthly exams of all 

areas of skin, from the top of the head to the bottom of the feet.  

It is important to know early warning signs so that 

cancerous growths are found before they spread. The signs 

include a skin growth that changes in size, color, thickness or 

texture. Exams with a trained medical worker are also important. 

See a doctor if a mole bleeds, is bigger than six millimeters or you 

feel like rubbing it. If one or more of the warning signs are present, 

a doctor should examine you immediately.  

Knowing what your skin looks like will help you recognize 

any changes. Some experts suggest taking pictures of moles and 

dating the images to compare over time.  

Treatment of skin cancer depends on the kind, size, 

position on the body and depth of the growth, or tumor. Other 

considerations are the patient's age and general health. An 

operation to remove the cancerous cells can cure melanoma if the 

cancer has not spread.  

Doctors use drugs to treat melanoma when it has already 

spread. They also may use radiation to kill cancer cells and reduce 

the size of cancerous growths. In addition, doctors now use 

treatments like gene therapy or remove affected fingers or toes. 

They also may use immunotherapy -- getting the body's immune 

system to fight the cancer.  

Last month, researchers reported that an experimental 

drug improved survival in a study of melanoma patients. The 

drug, ipilimumab, worked by helping the body's natural defenses 

to fight cancer. Patients getting the drug lived on average for ten 

months compared to six months for those not getting it. Drug-

maker Bristol-Myers Squibb hopes to get permission to sell 

ipilimumab by the end of the year.  

America's Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says 

protection from the sun is important all year long, not just during 
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the summer. It says ultraviolet radiation from the sun can reach you 

on cloudy days, as well as bright and sunny ones. During the 

summer, the most dangerous period for U-V rays in the United 

States mainland is between the hours of ten in the morning and four 

in the afternoon.  

C. D. C. officials say U-V rays can damage your skin in as 

little as fifteen minutes. Sunglasses, hats and clothing offer some 

protection. Experts say the denser the material, the less radiation 

reaches the skin. Also, darker colors may offer more protection, and 

natural cotton blocks more than bleached, or whitened cotton. 

When clothing is wet or stretched, however, it lets more U-V rays 

pass through.  

Choose to wear U-V ray-blocking sunglasses and 

sunscreen products. C. D. C. officials say people should put on 

sunscreen before they leave home, even on cloudy or cool days. 

Put a thick amount of sunscreen on all areas of skin exposed to 

the sun. Babies older than six months can wear sunscreen. 

Newborn babies should be kept out of the sun.  

Doctors also suggest avoiding tanning salons and U-V 

tanning beds to prevent skin cancer. Each year, nearly thirty million 

people use indoor tanning beds in the United States. More than two 

million of them are young adults, between thirteen and eighteen 

years old. The Skin Cancer Foundation says use of tanning beds 

in youth increases a person's risk of developing melanoma by 

seventy-five percent.  

Still, a study earlier this year found that most Americans 

think having darker skin is appealing and gives a healthy look. 

More than seven thousand American men and women took part in 

the study. Eighty percent of those questioned said they were 

concerned about skin cancer and believed it was important to 

protect themselves. At the same time, seventy-two percent 

believed people look better when their skin is tanned. And, about 

sixty percent mistakenly thought the sun was generally good for 

one’s health.  

Another study involved more than four hundred college 

women who used tanning beds. The women were more likely to 

reduce their tanning for fear of looking older and developing 

wrinkled skin than fear of getting skin cancer. The women read 

information warning about skin cancer and the dangers of wrinkles. 
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Later, the women recorded their tanning activity and feelings. 

Based on the results, researchers advised doctors and parents to 

warn young women about the risk of wrinkles as a more effective 

way to prevent tanning bed use.  

Another report suggests that driving a vehicle on its left 

side increases the risk of developing skin cancer on the left side of 

the body. Scott Fosko is chairman of dermatology at Saint Louis 

University Medical School. He recently led a study of nearly nine 

hundred skin cancer patients. He found that more than half had skin 

cancer on the left side of their face or body. The percentage of men 

with skin cancer on their left side was even higher.  

Doctor Fosko says this could have resulted from 

differences between the men and women. So, can driving with the 

windows up save your skin? Experts at the American Academy of 

Dermatology say no. They say modern automobile windshields 

block two kinds of ultraviolet radiation. But side windows generally 

block only one kind from reaching the driver or passengers. Mister 

Fosko suggests darkening windows or using sunscreen and 

protective clothing while driving. So can you still enjoy sunny days 

without getting skin cancer? The answer is yes. However, you first 

must take the steps necessary to protect yourself and your family 

from the dangers of the sun.  
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14. How to Get the Most Out of a Workout 

Today, we will tell about physical exercise. We will tell why 

exercise is important, and some of the popular ways to get in shape.  

Summer officially returns to the United States in less than 

two weeks. For many Americans, summer is a time to put on swim 

wear and spend time at the sea or a lake. But before going 

anywhere, they may want to lose any extra weight gained during 

the winter. So, where does one get started? Diet is surely important, 

but diet alone will not do much good without an exercise plan. Health 

experts have long noted the importance of physical activity.  

Exercise not only improves your appearance. It can also 

improve your health. Exercise helps to reduce the risk of some 

diseases. They include heart disease, stroke, type-two diabetes, 

osteoporosis and even some kinds of cancer.  

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says heart 

disease is the leading cause of death in the United States. In two 

thousand six, heart disease killed more than six hundred thirty 

thousand Americans. High blood pressure and high cholesterol 

levels in blood can increase your risk of heart disease. Medical 

experts say both can be reduced through normal exercise.  

Physical activity is also known to increase the release of 

endorphins. These chemicals reduce feelings of pain. They also 

help people feel more happy and peaceful. There is some debate 

about exactly what causes the brain to release endorphins. Some 

experts believe it is the act of exercising itself. Others say it is the 

feeling one gets from having met an exercise goal. Either way, the 

two things work together when it comes to improving one’s 

emotional health.  

Surprisingly, exercise improves your energy levels by 

increasing the flow of blood to the heart and blood vessels. One of 

the main reasons people exercise is to control or reduce their 

weight. Physical activity burns calories – the energy stored in food. 

The more calories you burn, the easier it is to control or reduce your 

weight. So exactly how much exercise do you need to do to gain all 

of these great health effects? Experts say it is easier than you think. 

Two years ago, the Centers for Disease Control released its first 

ever Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans. The report included 

suggestions for young people, adults, disabled persons and those 

with long-term health problems. One of the major ideas noted in the 
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report is that some activity is better than none. So if you are not 

doing anything, now is the time to get started.  

The C. D. C. defines physical activity as anything that gets 

your body moving. And, it says there are two separate, but equally 

important kinds of physical activity. Aerobic or cardio exercise gets 

your heart rate going faster and increases your breathing. Some 

examples are activities like walking at an increased speed, 

dancing, swimming or riding a bicycle.  

Muscle-strengthening activities help build and strengthen 

muscle groups in the body. This kind of exercise includes things 

like lifting weights, or doing sit-ups and push-ups.  

To get the most from your exercise plan, experts say adults 

should get at least two and a half hours of aerobic exercise each 

week. More intense activities reduce the suggested amount of time 

to one hour and fifteen minutes. Examples are playing basketball, 

swimming and distance running.  

Earlier advice from the C. D. C. said people need to 

exercise thirty minutes each day for at least five days to get the 

health benefits of exercise. More recent research suggested that 

those gains are the same whether you exercise for short periods 

over five days or longer sessions over two or three days.  

In addition, the newer suggestions say any exercise plan 

should include at least two days of muscle training. Each exercise 

period should be at least ten minutes long. The total amount of 

activity should be spread over at least three days throughout the 

week. Most importantly, experts say people should choose physical 

activities that they find fun. This helps to guarantee that they stay 

with the program.  

So, what are some of the most popular physical activities 

in the United States? Walking tops the list. A two thousand six 

report from the C. D. C. found that more than seventy-nine million 

Americans walk to stay physically fit. For many people it is 

considered the easiest way to get exercise. It does not require a 

health club membership. Walking is safe. And, it is said be to as 

valuable for one’s health as more intense forms of exercise like 

jogging. Walking is also reported to be less damaging to the knees 

and feet. This makes it a better choice of exercise for older adults.  

Another popular form of exercise is jogging, or running at 

a slow to medium speed. USA Track and Field Hall of Famer, Bill 
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Bowerman, is credited with bringing jogging to the United States 

in the nineteen seventies. He did so after witnessing the popularity 

of the activity himself during a trip to New Zealand in the nineteen 

sixties. He started the first running club in America and wrote a book 

about jogging for fitness. Bill Bowerman also helped establish 

Nike, the tennis shoe company.  

Jogging provides great physical conditioning for the heart 

and lungs. And, it increases the flow of blood and oxygen in the 

body. All of these things combined help to improve heart activity, 

lower blood pressure and cholesterol levels, and reduce bone and 

muscle loss. Running is also a good way to lose weight. People 

burn an average of one hundred sixty calories a kilometer while 

running.  

The Census Bureau says swimming was the third most 

popular sports activity in the United States in two thousand seven. 

The top two were walking and exercising with equipment. 

Swimming is said to be one of the best ways to exercise. Nearly all 

of the major muscle groups are put to work.  
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15. What Doctors Are Doing About Headaches, and 
What You Can Do 

Today we tell about headaches, the pain that strikes 

almost everyone at some time.  

Have you had a headache recently? If your answer is yes, 

you are like many millions of people worldwide who experience 

pain in the head. The pain can be temporary, mild and cured by a 

simple painkiller like aspirin. Or it can be severe.  

The National Headache Foundation says more than forty 

five million people in the United States suffer chronic headaches. 

Such a headache causes severe pain that goes away but returns 

later.  

Some headaches may prove difficult and require time to 

treat. But many experts today are working toward cures or major 

help for chronic headaches.  

The US Headache Consortium is a group with seven 

member organizations. They are attempting to improve treatment 

of one kind of headache -- the migraine. Some people experience 

this kind of pain as often as two weeks every month. The National 

Headache Foundation says about seventy percent of migraine 

sufferers are women.  

Some people describe the pain as throbbing, causing 

pressure in the head. Others compare it to someone driving a 

sharp object into the head. Migraine headaches cause Americans 

to miss at least one hundred fifty million workdays each year. A 

migraine can be mild. But it also can be so severe that a person 

cannot live a normal life.  

One migraine sufferer lives in Ellicott City, Maryland. Video 

producer Curtis Croley had head pain as a child. He does not know 

what kind of headaches they were. But when he suffered severe 

headaches as an adult, doctors identified the problem as migraine.  

Today, Mister Croley says months can pass without a 

headache. But then he will have three migraines within a month. If 

he takes the medicine his doctor ordered early in his headache, it 

controls the pain. If not, the pain in his head becomes extremely 

bad. Sometimes he has had to be treated with a combination of 

drugs in a hospital.  

Some people take medicine every day to prevent or ease 

migraine headaches. Others use medicine to control pain already 
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developed. Doctors treating migraine sufferers often order 

medicines from a group of drugs known as triptans.  

Most migraines react at least partly to existing medicine. 

And most people can use existing medicine without experiencing 

bad effects. Doctors sometimes use caffeine to treat migraine 

headaches. Interestingly, caffeine also can cause some migraines.  

Medical experts have long recognized the work of the 

Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. The Mayo Clinic says several 

foods are suspected of causing migraines. Cheese and alcoholic 

drinks are among them. Food additives like salt and monosodium 

glutamate also are suspected causes.  

The Mayo Clinic tells patients to avoid strong smells that 

have seemingly started migraines in the past. Some people react 

badly to products like perfume, even if they have a pleasant smell.  

The clinic's experts say aerobic exercise can help migraine 

sufferers. Aerobic exercise increases a person's heart rate. It can 

include walking, swimming or riding a bicycle. But a sudden start to 

hard exercise can cause headaches.  

The experts advise that people should plan to exercise, eat 

and sleep at the same times each day.  

The Mayo Clinic has advice about estrogen for women who 

suffer from migraines. The female body makes estrogen. Drugs like 

birth control pills contain a version of this chemical. Such 

medicines may produce headaches or cause them to worsen, the 

clinic says. The same is true for estrogen replacement drugs for 

women. Doctors sometimes order estrogen replacement for women 

who no longer able to have children.  

The clinic also says hypnotherapy might help suppress 

headaches. It says the method could reduce the number and 

severity of a patient’s headaches. In hypnotherapy, willing people 

are placed in a condition that lets them receive suggestions. They 

look like they are sleeping. The suggestions they receive may be 

able to direct their whole mental energy against pain.  

The Mayo Clinic says the hypnotizer can never control the 

person under hypnosis. It also says the hypnotized person will 

remember what happened during the treatment. More people suffer 

tension headaches than migraines. But most tension headaches 

are not as powerful.  
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Events that start tension headaches may include 

emotional pressure and the deeper than normal sadness called 

depression. Other tension headaches can start from something as 

simple as tiredness. Common changes in atmospheric conditions 

also can be responsible.  

The Mayo Clinic says you may feel a tension headache as 

tightness in the skin around your eyes. Or, you may feel pressure 

around your head. Episodic tension headaches strike from time to 

time. Chronic tension headaches happen more often. A tension 

headache can last from a half hour to a whole week.  

The Mayo Clinic says the pain may come very early in the 

day. Other signs can include pain in the neck or the lower part of 

the head. Scientists are not sure what causes tension headaches. 

For years, researchers blamed muscle tension from tightening in 

the face, neck and the skin on top of the head. They believed 

emotional tension caused these movements.  

But that belief has been disputed. A test called an 

electromyogram shows that muscle tension does not increase in 

people with a tension headache. The test records electrical 

currents caused by muscle activity. Such research caused the 

International Headache Society to re-name the tension headache. 

The group now calls it a tension-type headache.  

Some scientists now believe that tension headaches may 

result from changes among brain chemicals such as serotonin. 

The changes may start sending pain messages to the brain. These 

changes may interfere with brain activity that suppresses pain.  

Medicines for tension headache can be as simple as aspirin 

or other painkillers. But if your pain is too severe, you will need a 

doctor's advice.  

A web site called Family Doctor dot org provides 

information from the American Academy of Family Physicians. 

The group suggests steps to ease or end a tension headache. For 

example, it says putting heat or ice on your head or neck can help. 

So can standing under hot water while you are getting washed. The 

group also advises exercising often. Another idea is taking a holiday 

from work. But you had better ask your employer first.  

Ask anyone with a cluster headache, and they will tell you 

that the pain is terrible. The Cleveland Clinic in Ohio says the cluster 

headache can be many times more intense than a migraine.  
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Cluster headaches usually strike young people. Smokers 

and persons who drink alcohol often get these headaches. Men are 

about six times more likely than women to have them. The 

Cleveland Clinic says this is especially true of younger men. 

Doctors say cluster headaches often strike during changes of 

season.  

Cluster headache patients describe the pain as burning. 

The pain is almost always felt on one side of the face. It can last for 

up to ninety minutes. Then it stops. But it often starts again later the 

same day. Eighty to ninety percent of cluster headache patients 

have pain over a number of days to a whole year. Pain-free periods 

separate these periods.  

The Cleveland Clinic says the cause of cluster headaches 

is in a brain area known as a trigeminal-autonomic reflex pathway. 

When the nerve is made active, it starts pain linked to cluster 

headaches. The nerve starts a process that makes one eye watery 

and red.  

Studies have shown that activation of the trigeminal nerve 

may come from a part of the brain called the hypothalamus. The 

Cleveland Clinic says injections of the drug sumatriptan can help. 

Many other drugs could be used. For example, doctors say 

breathing oxygen also can help.  

Thankfully, modern medicine has ways to treat almost all of 

our headaches.  
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16. Health Problems Caused by Smoking 

This week, we talk about smoking – the leading cause of 

cancer worldwide.  

Barack Obama completed his first routine physical 

examination as President of the United States last week. Doctors 

reported that Mr. Obama is in excellent health. They say all 

evidence suggests that he will remain so during his presidency.  

The doctors gave the president suggestions so that he can 

stay healthy. One is for him to continue with efforts to stop 

smoking. Mr. Obama has spoken publicly about those efforts in the 

past. The new report shows his battle against smoking is 

continuing.  

President Obama is not alone. More than one billion people 

around the world are smokers. Health experts have been warning 

about links between smoking and disease for years.  

Smoking kills an estimated five million people worldwide 

every year. Experts say smoking is the leading cause of 

preventable death. And, it is the second leading cause of death, 

after cancer.  

Smoking is also the leading cause of cancer. Experts say 

forty percent of cancers could be prevented by avoiding health risks 

like smoking and tobacco use.  

Smoking also causes forty-two percent of cases of chronic 

respiratory disease, including asthma, bronchitis and 

emphysema. And, it causes ten percent of cardiovascular diseases, 

like heart disease and stroke.  

The medical research community is continually reporting 

reasons why smokers should stop. A recent study found that people 

who smoke are nearly two times as likely as non-smokers to 

develop Alzheimers disease. Alzheimers weakens or destroys 

memory and reasoning.  

In the study, researchers examined forty-three published 

studies about the link between Alzheimers disease and smoking. 

They found that smoking increased the risk of Alzheimers 

developing by one and seven-tenths percent. The researchers work 

at the University of California in San Francisco. Their findings were 

published in the Journal of Alzheimers Disease.  

In an earlier study, seven thousand people were observed 

for an average of seven years. Each person was fifty-five years or 
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older. Those who smoked were fifty percent more likely to develop 

memory loss than those who never smoked, or who had quit.  

Other research has linked smoking to Amyotrophic Lateral 

Sclerosis. ALS is a deadly disease affecting the motor nerves and 

the voluntary muscles. Last year, a study in the medical journal 

Neurology found smoking to be an established risk factor in 

developing the disease. Some of the evidence even suggested 

smoking may be directly responsible for ALS.  

Smoking also increases the risk of developing age-related 

macular degeneration. AMD is the leading cause of blindness 

among adults fifty and older. Research has shown AMD is two to 

three times more common among smokers than other people.  

A recent study examined how smoking affects a persons 

risk of AMD later in life. Researchers at the University of California 

in Los Angeles studied nearly two thousand women.  

Four percent of the women were smokers. Each woman 

had pictures of her retinas taken at age seventy-eight. The 

researchers compared these retinal images with pictures taken five 

years later when the women were eighty-three. They studied the 

pictures for signs of AMD and to see whether smoking influenced 

the womens chances of developing the disease.  

The women who smoked had an eleven percent higher rate 

of AMD than the other women. In women over eighty, those who 

smoked were five and a half times more likely to develop AMD than 

the women who did not smoke. A report on the study was published 

in the American Journal of Ophthalmology.  

People who smoke are not only hurting themselves. They 

also can harm non-smokers. The World Health Organization 

estimates that secondhand smoke kills six hundred thousand 

people each year.  

The International Union Against Cancer says about seven 

hundred million children breathe smoke-filled air. Expectant 

mothers who smoke are more likely to have babies with health 

problems and low birth weight. Such babies may suffer health 

problems as they grow. Even after all the warnings, the WHO says 

one billion three hundred million people still smoke. The number of 

smokers is expected to grow to one billion seven hundred million 

by twenty twenty-five. Smoking rates have decreased in the United 

States and Europe. But rates have risen in other areas.  
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WHO officials say eighty-four percent of all smokers live in 

developing countries. Nations in the Western Pacific Ocean have 

the highest smoking rates. One-third of all smokers live in East Asia 

and the Pacific. The area has the largest number of male smokers. 

It also has the fastest growing number of female and child smokers. 

Every day, diseases linked to tobacco use kill more than three 

thousand people in the area.  

Scientists have found more than four thousand chemicals 

in cigarette smoke. At least two hundred fifty of them are known to 

be harmful. And, fifty have been found to cause cancer. They 

include arsenic, which can be used to kill plants and small animals. 

Cigarette smoke also contains formaldehyde – a liquid used to 

protect the look of dead bodies.  

As bad as those chemicals are, nicotine may be the most 

threatening of them all. Nicotine is a poison found in tobacco. It 

gives smokers pleasure and keeps them coming back for more.  

The body grows to depend on nicotine. Studies have found 

that nicotine can be as difficult to resist as alcohol or the drug 

cocaine. Experts say nicotine can kill a person when taken in large 

amounts. It does this by stopping the muscles used for breathing.  

Menthol cigarettes are said to be no safer than other 

tobacco products. Menthol cigarettes produce a cool feeling in the 

smokers throat. This may cause people to hold the smoke in their 

lungs longer than smokers of other products. As a result, scientists 

suspect that menthol cigarettes may be even more dangerous than 

other cigarettes.  

Some smokers believe that cigarettes with low tar levels 

are safer. Tar is a substance produced when tobacco leaves are 

burned. It is known to cause cancer. America's National Cancer 

Institute has said that people who smoke low-tar cigarettes do not 

reduce their risk of getting diseases linked to smoking. So is there 

any way to smoke without harming your health? The majority of 

available research suggests not. Smoking even a few cigarettes 

can be dangerous. But, many of the harmful effects of smoking ARE 

reversible. They can be undone. That is why most medical experts 

advise people to stop smoking forever.  

The American Cancer Society says blood pressure returns 

to normal twenty minutes after the last cigarette. Carbon monoxide 

levels in the blood return to normal after eight hours. The chance 
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of heart attack decreases after one day. After one year, the risk of 

heart disease for a non-smoker is half that of a smoker.  

There are many products available to help people reduce 

their dependence on cigarettes. Nicotine replacement products 

provide the body with small amounts of the chemical through forms 

other than cigarettes. The amounts of nicotine are slowly reduced 

over time.  

Chantix and Zyban are two prescription medicines that 

have also been shown to help smokers quit. They do not contain 

nicotine. Chantix works on nicotine receptors in the brain to reduce 

the urge to smoke. Zyban works by increasing levels of dopamine 

in the brain. Dopamine is a chemical that produces pleasure.  

People who have quit smoking offer this helpful advice to 

those who want to stop. Stay away from alcohol. Take a walk 

instead of smoking. And, avoid people who are smoking. If 

possible, stay away from situations that trouble you. It is not easy 

to quit smoking. And, people never can completely control their own 

health. But as one doctor advises her patients, becoming a non-

smoker is one way to gain control of your life.  
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17. Swearing as Pain Relief: When Bad Words Can 
Make You Feel Good 

This week, we will tell about new concerns about the H1N1 

virus. We will also tell about a study of socially unacceptable words.  

Governments around the world have been taking steps to 

guard against the H1N1 influenza virus, commonly known as 

swine flu. Health officials say the virus is especially risky for 

pregnant women. If they become infected, especially after the first 

three months of pregnancy, they can get very sick or even die.  

Pregnant women face an increased risk even during 

outbreaks, or periods, of seasonal influenza. But the H1N1 flu has 

been affecting a younger age group than seasonal flu epidemics.  

The World Health Organization says pregnant women 

should take the antiviral drug Tamiflu as soon as possible after they 

show signs of being sick. The drug is also called oseltamivir.  

The W. H. O. says treatment should begin immediately and 

not wait for the results of laboratory tests. The effects are greatest 

when given within forty-eight hours. But experts say the medicine 

could still do some good even if there is a delay.  

Since April, more than one thousand deaths have been 

reported from the H1N1 virus. But the virus has yet to show itself to 

be more severe than seasonal flu.  

The World Health Organization has predicted that the virus 

will infect at least two billion people in the next two years. The 

WHO's Director-General, Margaret Chan, has expressed concern 

there is not a good process in place to produce enough vaccine 

against the virus.  

In the United States, there are now policies for the use of 

H1N1 vaccine when it becomes available. An advisory committee 

of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said there are 

five groups that should be vaccinated first.  

These include pregnant women and people who live with or 

care for children younger than six months. They also include 

workers in health care and emergency services, and people 

between six months and twenty-four years of age. The fifth group 

on the list is people twenty-five to sixty-four with chronic, or long-

lasting, health problems.  

Dirty language. Curse words. Profanity. Swearing. These 

are all ways of describing words people consider socially 
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unacceptable. But such words are commonly said after a painful 

injury. So, do they serve a purpose in reducing physical pain? That 

is what researchers at Keele University in Britain set out to 

discover.  

Psychologist Richard Stephens wondered if using curse 

words truly helped people experiencing physical pain. To test the 

theory, he asked more than sixty college students to take part in 

an experiment.  

The students were asked to write down five words they 

might say after hitting their finger with a hammer. One of the words 

was chosen as their swear word. The students were also asked to 

choose five words they might use to describe another object: a 

table. These words were their control words.  

The students were then asked to hold their hand in cold 

water for as long as they could. While holding their hand 

underwater, they were asked to repeat a swear word. Then they 

repeated the experiment using their control word instead.  

The researchers found a link between swearing and an 

increased ability to deal with pain. When students repeated a 

swear word, they were able to hold their hand longer in the cold 

water. On average, students using swear words were able to keep 

their hand in the water for about two minutes. Those using control 

words removed their hands after about one minute fifteen seconds. 

In addition, those using swear words said they experienced less 

pain than those who used control words.  

The experiment showed that swearing caused people's 

heart rate to increase. It also found interesting differences 

between men and women. The heart rate of both men and women 

increased. Yet swearing had a greater effect on the women.  

Researchers believe the increase in heart rate might 

demonstrate what they call the fight or flight response. They say 

this permits the body to experience or ignore pain better. The 

results of the study were published in the journal NeuroReport.  

It is unclear to scientists exactly how swearing affects 

physical reactions to pain. Professor Stephens believes that 

swearing activates a different part of the brain than normal 

language. He says more experiments on different kinds of pain are 

needed to better understand the effect of swearing.  
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The researchers note that swear words have existed for 

hundreds of years. They say their findings offer one reason why 

the custom of cursing may have continued for so long. Swear 

words are said with emotion. For that reason, says Mr. Stephens, 

the more someone swears, the less of an effect the words have.  
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18. Learning First Aid: What to Do Until Help 
Arrives 

Today, we will provide a short guide to first aid.  

Doctors in hospital emergency rooms often see accidental 

poisonings. A frightened parent arrives with a child who 

swallowed a cleaning liquid. Or perhaps the harmful substance 

is a medicine. Or it might be a product meant to kill insects. These 

are common causes of accidental poisoning.  

In cases like this, seek medical help as soon as 

possible. Save the container of whatever caused the poisoning. 

And look on the container for information about anything that stops 

the effects of the poison. Save anything expelled from the mouth 

of the victim. That way, doctors can examine it.  

In the past, some people forced poisoning victims to 

empty the stomach. They used a liquid -- syrup of ipecac -- to do 

this. But a leading medical organization no longer advises parents 

to keep syrup of ipecac. The American Academy of Pediatrics says 

some poisons can cause additional damage when they come back 

up the throat.  

Millions of people know how to give abdominal thrusts to 

save a person choking on something trapped in the throat. The 

American Red Cross says a rescuer should first hit the person on 

the back five times between the shoulder bones. These back blows 

may ease the choking. If the airway is still blocked, the Red Cross 

suggests pushing hard five times along the victim's abdomen. The 

abdomen is the area between the chest and the hipbones.  

You can do these abdominal thrusts by getting directly 

behind a sitting or standing person. Put your arms around the 

victim's waist. Close one hand to form a ball. Place it over the upper 

part of the stomach, below the ribs. Place the other hand on top. 

Then push forcefully inward and upward. Repeat the abdominal 

thrusts until the object is expelled from the mouth.  

For someone in late pregnancy or who is very fat, place 

your hands higher than with normal abdominal thrusts. Place the 

hands at the base of the breastbone -- just above the place where 

the lowest ribs join. Then begin pushing, as with other victims.  

The American Heart Association suggests another method 

in this case. The group advises chest thrusts instead of abdominal 
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thrusts. For chest thrusts, put your arms under the victim's arms and 

your hands on the center of the victim's chest.  

Even if you are the person choking, you can still help 

yourself. Place a closed hand over the middle of your abdomen just 

above your waist. Take hold of that hand with your other hand. Find 

a hard surface like a chair and rest your body on it. Then push your 

closed hand in and up.  

Red Cross experts say taking these steps can save many 

lives. But they also say abdominal thrusts are not for people who 

have almost drowned. They say using the method could delay 

other ways to re-start breathing in the victim.  

CPR is cardiopulmonary resuscitation. It forces air into the 

lungs and pumps blood and oxygen to the brain. Doctors say CPR 

greatly increases the chances that a person whose heart stops will 

survive. It increases the chances that he or she will suffer little or 

no brain damage.  

The American Heart Association suggests two ways of 

helping. One combines the use of hands to pump the victim's chest 

with rescue breathing. The other method is called "Hands-Only 

CPR “. 

"Hands-Only" is for people who are unwilling or unable to 

perform rescue breathing. Some people fear infection. Others say 

they are afraid of making the patient worse. But an expert in 

emergency medicine says a person cannot be worse than dead. 

Doctor Michael Sayre works at Ohio State University. He strongly 

urges people in contact with a victim to take action.  

The American Heart Association tells how to take that 

action. It says you can recognize a person needing CPR because 

the person has collapsed. He or she is unconscious -- unable to 

communicate or react to surroundings or speech. His or her skin 

has lost color. The person is not breathing. If such conditions 

describe the situation, chances are the heart has stopped beating.  

You should act by calling for help, or sending someone 

else. Even if you cannot do mouth-to-mouth rescue breathing, you 

can perform hands-only CPR. You can do chest compressions that 

help to keep blood flowing to the brain, heart and other organs.  

To perform the compressions, place one hand over the 

other and press firmly on the center of the victim's chest. Push 
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down about five centimeters. Aim for one hundred compressions 

each minute. Doctor Sayre says you do not need a measuring stick 

or a timing device.  

If the heart does not start beating, continue with chest 

compressions until help arrives. For a choking victim who is 

unconscious with no heartbeat, clear the airway first. Then do chest 

compressions.  

Doctor Sayre suggests that medical workers do both the 

breathing method and chest compressions. He says some victims, 

including babies, need the mouth-to-mouth breathing with the 

compressions. Still, the doctor says it is better to do just chest 

compressions than to do nothing. CPR is not difficult to learn. Many 

organizations teach it.  

Most CPR training now includes how to use an automated 

external defibrillator, or AED. Defibrillators use electric shocks to 

correct abnormal heartbeats that can lead to sudden death. Such 

devices are found increasingly in public places like airports, 

restaurants and office buildings. A recorded voice on the AED 

guides the user. The voice provides detailed information about what 

to do.  

The defibrillator of today has developed from the first 

defibrillators. Medical historians say the devices appeared late in 

the nineteenth century.  

In the nineteen twenties, American Claude Beck performed 

the first surgical operations to repair damaged hearts. Doctor 

Beck worked at what is now called Case Western Reserve 

University School of Medicine in Ohio.  

Another doctor, Carl J. Wiggers, had kept laboratory 

animals with heart stoppage alive by massaging their hearts. Then 

he followed this rubbing with electrical defibrillation. This led Claude 

Beck in his efforts to help return normal heart actions to human 

patients.  

In nineteen forty-seven, Doctor Beck saved a patient with a 

defibrillator device for the first time. The doctor's success led others 

to further develop the method and device. Today small, movable 

AEDs can identify heart rhythms and produce electricity to treat 

victims of heart stoppage.  
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Bacteria can enter the body through even the smallest cut 

in the skin. So medical experts advise people to treat all wounds. 

Clean the cut with soap and water. Then cover the wound while it 

heals.  

The Mayo Clinic health centers suggest several steps if 

bleeding is severe. First, if possible, have the person lie down and 

raise the legs. Remove dirt from the wound and press on it with a 

clean cloth or piece of clothing. If you cannot find anything clean, 

use your hand. Keep putting pressure on the wound until the 

bleeding stops or medical help arrives. Do not remove the cloth if 

the blood comes through it. Instead, put another cloth on top and 

continue pressure. If the bleeding does not stop with direct 

pressure, put pressure on the artery that carries blood to the 

wound.  

In the past, people were advised to stop severe bleeding 

with a tourniquet. This device is made with a stick and a piece of 

cloth or a belt. But experts now say tourniquets are dangerous 

because they can crush blood passages and nerves.  

If a wound seems infected, let the victim rest. Physical 

activity can spread the infection. Treat the wound with a mixture of 

salt and water until medical help arrives. Add nine and one-half 

milliliters of salt to each liter of boiled water. Place a clean cloth in 

the mixture and then put the cloth on the wound. But be sure not to 

burn the skin.  

To learn more about first aid, ask a hospital or organization 

like a Red Cross or Red Crescent Society for information. Training 

may be offered in your area. If you know first aid methods, you can 

be calmer and more helpful in case of emergency.  
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19. Ways to Control Asthma, a Lung Disease 

This week we talk about the lung disease asthma.  

Asthma is a serious lung disease that makes it difficult to 

breathe. The World Health Organization says asthma affects about 

three hundred million people worldwide. An estimated two 

hundred fifty thousand people die from the disease every year. And, 

more than five hundred thousand are hospitalized.  

Asthma happens when tissue that lines the airways to the 

lungs begins to expand or swell. The swelling makes the airways 

smaller. The muscles in the airways tighten. Cells in the airways 

begin to produce too much of a thick, sticky substance called 

mucous. The mucous causes the airways to close even more. This 

makes it difficult for air to flow in and out of the lungs.  

This series of events is called an asthma attack. As 

asthma sufferers struggle to get air into their lungs, they may 

begin to cough a lot. They may also make a whistling or squeaky 

sound, called wheezing, when they breathe. Some asthma 

sufferers have tightness or pain in the chest. They say it feels as if 

someone is sitting on them. When asthma is most severe, the 

person may have extreme difficulty breathing. The disease can 

severely limit a person's activity, and even lead to death.  

Doctors do not know what causes asthma. Researchers 

believe a combination of environmental and genetic factors may 

be responsible. Forty percent of children who have parents with 

asthma will also develop the disease. Seventy percent of people 

with asthma also have allergies. Allergies are abnormal reactions 

of the immune system in response to otherwise harmless 

substances.  

Doctors have identified many of the things that may start, 

or trigger, an asthma attack. Triggers are things that cause the 

asthma sufferer's airways to swell. Different people are affected by 

different triggers. Allergens are one of the most common triggers. 

These impurities in the air cause allergic reactions. Some of the 

more common allergens include animal fur, dust, mold and pollen.  

Pollen is a fine dust that comes from grass, trees and 

flowers. Mold is a type of fungus. It can grow on the walls and floors 

of homes. It is commonly found in wet or damp areas like 

bathrooms, kitchens and basements. A study by the Environmental 
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Protection Agency estimates that twenty-one percent of asthma in 

the United States is linked to mold and dampness in homes.  

Air pollution can also trigger asthma. Cigarette smoke is 

a major problem for asthma sufferers. So is air pollution caused by 

cars. Chemical sprays like air fresheners, hair spray, household 

cleaning products and even strong perfumes can also trigger an 

asthma attack.  

Some people cough, wheeze or feel out of breath during or 

after exercise. They are said to suffer from exercise-induced 

asthma. During the winter, breathing in cold air can trigger asthma 

symptoms. So can colds and other respiratory infections.  

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reports 

more than twenty-two million people suffer from asthma in the 

United Sates. Among adults, more women have the disease than 

men. Asthma affects more than seven million children each year 

and is considered one of the leading childhood illnesses. It is more 

common among boys than girls.  

The National Institute of Allergies and Infectious Diseases 

says the disease affects African Americans more than whites. 

African American children die from the disease at five times the rate 

of white children.  

Special English reporter June Simms has a thirteen-year-

old son with asthma. Arick first showed signs of the disease when 

he was about two years old. He had a bad cold that seemed to last 

longer than usual. It was very difficult for him to breathe. When his 

mother listened to his chest she could hear that squeaky whistling 

sound known as wheezing. Arick was diagnosed with asthma 

during an emergency visit to the doctor.  

The doctor gave Arick a medicine called albuterol. Albuterol 

helps to relax the muscles in the airways of the lungs and increases 

air flow. The doctor also gave Arick a special machine called a 

nebulizer. It is attached to a mask that he placed over his mouth 

and nose. The nebulizer turned the liquid albuterol medicine into 

mist. Arick inhaled the mist through the mask. The treatments 

made it easier for him to breathe. During times when Arick's asthma 

was really severe, he was also given steroids to help reduce 

swelling in his airways.  

As Arick grew older, the doctor replaced his nebulizer with 

a small medical device called an inhaler. He also began seeing a 
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doctor who specializes in treating patients with asthma. This doctor 

said Arick was "a poor perceiver of his asthma “. That means he 

had a hard time realizing when it was out of control. She advised 

his parents to use a special device called a peak flow meter. It 

measures the amount of air Arick is able to push out of his lungs. 

This can help him realize he is having a problem before he feels it.  

The doctor also discovered that Arick suffers from allergies. 

He now takes daily medicines to help keep his asthma and 

allergies under control. In two thousand five, he successfully 

completed the American Lung Association Open Airways for 

Schools Program. Now Arick is considered an expert in his asthma 

management. It has been more than two years since he has been 

to a hospital emergency room because of asthma. And, he is using 

his inhaler a whole lot less.  

Asthma has become a major health problem around the 

world, and a great problem for individuals, families and economies. 

The yearly economic cost of asthma is close to twenty billion 

dollars. And, the World Health Organization says asthma rates are 

increasing worldwide by an average of fifty percent every ten years. 

The largest increase has been among children.  

The Global Initiative for Asthma, or GINA, was formed in 

nineteen ninety-three to raise attention about the growing 

problem. It also seeks to improve asthma care around the world. 

GINA is a joint effort between the National Heart, Lung and Blood 

Institute of the National Institutes of Health and the World Health 

Organization. GINA released a report called "The Global Burden of 

Asthma" in two thousand four. It said asthma is not just a growing 

problem in industrial countries. It is also on the rise in developing 

countries. The GINA report suggests that asthma rates in 

developing countries increase as they become more westernized. 

The report estimates that there may be an additional one hundred 

million people with asthma by the year two thousand twenty-five.  

While asthma cannot be cured, it can be successfully 

controlled. This year, GINA's World Asthma Day campaign was 

once again called "You Can Control Your Asthma “. The 

organization launched the campaign in two thousand seven. Its 

aim is to show that a large majority of asthma patients can control 

the disease with correct treatment. GINA says several simple steps 

can help people control their asthma.  
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People should take their asthma medicines the way their 

doctor says to take them. Most people need two kinds of medicines. 

One is a quick-acting "rescue" medicine taken when needed to stop 

asthma symptoms. The other is a controller medicine taken every 

day to prevent these symptoms.  

People should know the causes of their asthma symptoms 

and try to avoid these triggers. For example, try to avoid animals 

with fur, dust, pollen from trees and flowers or cigarette smoke. 

Some people may need to take medicines before they work hard or 

exercise.  

Patients should work with their doctors to control the 

disease. They should go to the doctor for check-ups even if they 

are feeling fine. They should make sure they understand how and 

when to take their medicines. And they should act quickly to treat 

asthma attacks and know when to seek medical help.  
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20. What You Can Do to Prevent Health Problems 
While Traveling 

Summer is a busy time for travel. Today, we discuss ideas 

about how to stay healthy on a long trip. For years, people have 

wondered whether they are safe from germs when they travel in 

small, enclosed areas. They worry about close contact with others 

who may be sick.  

The current spread of a swine influenza virus has added 

to these concerns. Recently, the World Health Organization 

raised its warning about the new H1N1 virus to its highest level. 

W. H. O. Director-General Margaret Chan declared the sickness a 

pandemic – a disease that has spread to many nations. Given this 

information, many people want to know how safe is it to travel? 

The answers people are getting may seem conflicting. 

For example, a W. H. O. statement urged nations not to close their 

borders or limit trade and travel. Director-General Chan said 

cases are generally mild for most people. Still, W. H. O. officials 

continue to report new cases across the world.  

In the past, the W. H. O. and experts with America's 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention noted guidance for 

disease spread on airplanes. The experts said you could get 

infected only if you sit within two rows of someone who is sick. 

That would be a distance of up to three meters from the sick 

person. And this was true only if you sat there for more than eight 

hours. But a travel-health expert says this guidance may not be 

helpful for swine flu. Mark Gendreau works at the Lahey Clinic 

Medical Center in the American state of Massachusetts. He 

suggests steps that could help prevent getting swine flu on an 

airplane. His advice includes keeping the airflow over your seat on 

the "low" position. The doctor says you should point the device so 

the flow of air is just in front of your face.  

Infection can spread through touching an infected surface 

and then touching your eyes, nose or mouth. Doctor Gendreau 

suggests cleaning your hands with soap and water, or using hand-

sanitizer wipes. These products should contain at least fifty 

percent alcohol. In addition, he said you may want to cover your 

face with a mask. Most importantly, avoid traveling when you are 

sick.  
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Clearly, most people do not get sick while taking long trips. 

But something else might interfere with your travel plans. You 

could be placed in medical isolation if someone you traveled with 

on a plane is suspected of having swine flu.  

The top official of an American city recently had this 

experience. New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin, his wife and a security 

guard spent several days in a hospital-like center in Shanghai, 

China. At the time, they were on their way to Australia. Mayor Nagin 

was preparing to speak there. But they were detained because of 

someone who sat near them on their arriving flight. The person was 

suspected of having swine flu. The Nagins did not get sick.  

Students from a high school in Maryland had a similar 

experience. On a recent visit to China, the students had to spend 

several days in hotel rooms in the city of Kaili. They were barred 

from leaving their rooms because someone on their flight was 

suspected of having the flu. Tests later proved that the suspicion 

was wrong. The students lost several days of sight-seeing. But one 

girl said she was still glad she made the trip.  

Many other people share her feeling. One man from 

Maryland says he has planned a trip to Ireland for many years. He 

wants to visit the burial places of his grandparents. He says it will 

take more than a pandemic to keep him from making his trip.  

Technology on most airplanes might make you feel safer 

about air travel. The United States Federal Aviation Administration 

says most large passenger planes now use HEPA filters. The 

devices are designed to remove dangerous particles from the air.  

The letters H-E-P-A represent the words High Efficiency 

Particulate Air. HEPA filters capture almost all particles in the air 

that are zero point three microns in size or larger.  

America's Atomic Energy Commission developed HEPA 

filters many years ago. The goal was to protect workers who were 

developing the atomic bomb. The first HEPA filters removed 

radioactive particles from the air. Today, the filters clean the air in 

planes.  

The Centers for Disease Control says HEPA filters are 

effective in clearing the air of many particles that cause disease. 

Makers of the devices say they kill bacteria and viruses because 

they help to remove the wetness that germs need to survive. But 
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HEPA filters cannot remove disease-causing particles smaller than 

zero point three microns. These will continue to move around in the 

air and can infect people.  

On a passenger cruise ship, fresh air is available on decks 

and in other places above sea level. A spokesperson for the Cruise 

Lines International Association says other air quality depends on 

the requirements of the nation where a ship was built.  

Experts say people should know about other health 

concerns that can strike when traveling by air. One of these is 

hypoxia. It results from a lack of oxygen to the brain. Experts say 

the body begins losing oxygen minutes after an airplane leaves the 

ground.  

The air pressure in a plane during flight is lower than at sea 

level. This makes it more difficult for the body to effectively use the 

same amount of oxygen as it would on the ground. Fewer oxygen 

molecules cross the tissues in the lungs and reach the 

bloodstream. The result is a five to twenty percent drop in the 

amount of oxygen in the blood. This reduces the amount of oxygen 

that reaches the organs of the body.  

One effect of this lack of oxygen to the brain is a headache. 

When this happens, the heart attempts to fix the situation by 

beating harder and faster. This can make the traveler feel tired. 

These signs of hypoxia are not dangerous in a healthy person. But 

a drop in oxygen levels can cause a health emergency in people 

with heart or lung problems. They might lose consciousness or 

even suffer a heart attack.  

Experts say use of cigarettes and alcoholic liquids also 

reduces the body's ability to use oxygen. So they suggest that 

people not drink alcohol or smoke cigarettes either before or during 

a flight. They also say persons with heart or lung problems should 

seek advice from their doctor before flying.  

Another problem for travelers can be a condition called 

deep vein thrombosis. A thrombosis is a blood clot -- a condition in 

which some blood thickens and blocks the flow to the heart. Blood 

clots can kill if they move to the heart and lungs and stop needed 

oxygen from reaching those important organs. This is known as a 

pulmonary embolism.  
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The World Health Organization says passengers who sit 

still for four or more hours face a greater risk of developing blood 

clots. But it says only one in six thousand people develop deep vein 

thrombosis.  

Last week, Harvard University researchers reported that 

people who travel are three times more likely than others to 

develop deep vein thrombosis. The researchers examined 

information from fourteen earlier studies. They found the longer the 

trip, the greater the threat of deep vein thrombosis. They even 

found a measurable increase in the condition for every two hours 

sitting in a car.  

Experts say the chance of a clot also increases if a person 

does not drink enough water. They say passengers who sit for 

hours need to drink plenty of water -- not liquids that contain alcohol 

or caffeine. Passengers should also increase blood flow to the legs. 

The doctors suggest covering your legs with support stockings and 

walking every hour or so during the trip. Or, at least move your legs 

and feet.  

Doctors say anyone with pain, swelling or red skin on a leg 

during or after a long trip may have a blood clot. Anyone with such 

signs should see a doctor as soon as possible. The condition many 

times can be treated with drugs that thin the blood and stop the clot 

from moving through the body. 
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21. Vitamins Are Important to Good Health 

This week, we tell about vitamins.  

Many jobs must be done with two people. One person 

takes the lead. The other helps. It is this cooperation that brings 

success. So it is with the human body. Much of our good health 

depends on the cooperation between substances. When they work 

together, chemical reactions take place smoothly. Body systems 

are kept in balance.  

Some of the most important helpers in the job of good 

health are the substances we call vitamins. The word "vitamin" 

dates back to Polish scientist Casimir Funk in nineteen-twelve. He 

was studying a substance in the hull that covers rice. This 

substance was believed to cure a disorder called beriberi.  

Funk believed the substance belonged to a group of 

chemicals known as amines. He added the Latin word "vita" 

meaning life. So he called the substance a "vitamine" -- an amine 

necessary for life.  

Funk was not able to separate the anti-berberi substance 

from the rice hulls; it was later shown to be thiamine. Other studies 

found that not all vitamines were amines. So the name was 

shortened to vitamin. But Funk was correct in recognizing their 

importance.  

Scientists have discovered fourteen kinds of vitamins. They 

are known as vitamins A, the B group, C, D, E and K. Scientists say 

vitamins help to carry out chemical changes within cells. If we do 

not get enough of the vitamins we need in our food, we are at risk 

of developing a number of diseases. This brings us back to Casimir 

Funk. His studies of rice were part of a long search for foods that 

could cure disease.  

One of the first people involved in that search was James 

Lind of Scotland. In the seventeen-forties, Lind was a doctor for the 

British Navy. He was investigating a problem that had existed in 

the Navy for many years.  

The problem was the disease scurvy. So many sailors had 

scurvy that the Navy's fighting strength was very low. The sailors 

were weak from bleeding inside their bodies. Even the smallest 

wound would not heal. Doctor Lind thought the sailors were getting 

sick because they failed to eat some kinds of foods when they were 

at sea for many months.  
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Doctor Lind separated twelve sailors who had scurvy into 

two groups. He gave each group different foods to eat. One group 

got oranges and lemons. The other did not. The men who ate the 

fruit began to improve within seven days. The other men got 

weaker. Doctor Lind was correct. Eating citrus fruits prevents 

scurvy.  

Other doctors looked for foods to cure the diseases rickets 

and pellagra. They did not yet understand that they were seeing the 

problem from the opposite direction. That is, it is better to eat 

vitamin-rich foods to prevent disease instead of eating them to cure 

a disease after it has developed.  

Which foods should be eaten to keep us healthy? Let us 

look at some important vitamins for these answers. Vitamin A helps 

prevent skin and other tissues from becoming dry. It is also needed 

to make a light-sensitive substance in the eyes. People who do 

not get enough vitamin A cannot see well in darkness. They may 

develop a condition that dries the eyes. This can result in infections 

and lead to blindness. Vitamin A is found in fish liver oil. It also is 

in the yellow part of eggs. Sweet potatoes, carrots and other darkly 

colored fruits and vegetables contain substances that the body can 

change into vitamin A.  

Vitamin B-one is also called thiamine. Thiamine changes 

starchy foods into energy. It also helps the heart and nervous 

system work smoothly. Without it, we would be weak and would not 

grow. We also might develop beriberi. Thiamine is found not just in 

whole grains like brown rice, but also in other foods. These include 

beans and peas, nuts, and meat and fish. Another B-vitamin is 

niacin. It helps cells use food energy. It also prevents pellagra -- a 

disease that causes weakness, reddish skin and stomach 

problems. Niacin is found in meat, fish and green vegetables. 

Vitamin B-twelve is needed so folic acid can do its work. Together, 

they help produce red blood cells. Vitamin B-twelve is found 

naturally in foods like eggs, meat, fish and milk products. Folic acid 

has been shown to prevent physical problems in babies when taken 

by their mothers during pregnancy. Vitamin B-twelve is found in 

green leafy vegetables and other foods, like legumes and citrus 

fruits. In some countries, it is added to products like bread.  
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In two thousand three, Japanese researchers identified a new 

member of the B-vitamin group. It is a substance known as 

pyrroloquinoline quinone or PQQ.  

The researchers found that PQQ is important in the 

reproductive and defense systems of mice. They said the 

substance is similarly important for people. PQQ is found in 

fermented soybeans and also in parsley, green tea, green peppers 

and kiwi fruit.  

Vitamin C is needed for strong bones and teeth, and for 

healthy blood passages. It also helps wounds heal quickly. The 

body stores little vitamin C. So we must get it every day in foods 

such as citrus fruits, tomatoes and uncooked cabbage.  

Vitamin D increases levels of the element calcium in the 

blood. Calcium is needed for nerve and muscle cells to work 

normally. It also is needed to build strong bones.  

Vitamin D prevents the children's bone disease rickets. 

Ultraviolet light from the sun changes a substance in the skin into 

vitamin D. Fish liver oil also contains vitamin D. In some countries, 

milk producers add vitamin D to milk so children will get enough.  

Vitamin K is needed for healthy blood. It thickens the blood 

around a cut to stop bleeding. Bacteria in the intestines normally 

produce vitamin K. It can also be found in pork products, liver and 

in vegetables like cabbage, kale and spinach.  

Experts agree that everyone needs vitamins so that their 

bodies can operate normally. In general, a complete diet should 

provide all the vitamins a body needs in their natural form. In 

addition, many foods and food products now have extra vitamins 

and minerals added.  

Some people fear they do not get enough vitamins from 

the foods they eat. So they take products with large amounts of 

vitamins. They think these products, called vitamin supplements, 

will improve their health and protect against disease. Many adults 

now take vitamin supplements every day.  

In two thousand six, medical experts gathered near 

Washington, D. C. to discuss studies about vitamin supplements. 

The experts found little evidence that most supplements do 

anything to protect or improve health. But they noted that some do 

help to prevent disease.  
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The experts said women who wish to become mothers should 

take folic acid to prevent problems in their babies. And, they said 

vitamin D supplements and calcium can protect the bones of older 

women.  

The medical experts agreed with doctors who say that 

people who know they lack a vitamin should take vitamin 

supplements. Some older adults, for example, may not have 

enough vitamin B-twelve. That is because, as people get older, the 

body loses its ability to take it from foods.  

The experts also noted that taking too much of some 

vitamins can be harmful. They said people should be sure to 

discuss what vitamins they take with their doctors.  

Several studies have not been able to show that taking 

vitamin supplements in addition to a balanced diet helps to prevent 

disease. One study found that older Americans do not get enough 

Vitamin C and required minerals. The study involved more than six 

thousand individuals. More than half of them took vitamin 

supplements.  

Vitamins are important to our health. A lack of required 

vitamins can lead to health problems. Different vitamins are found 

in different foods -- grains, vegetables and fruits, fish and meat, 

eggs and milk products. And even foods that contain the same 

vitamins may have them in different amounts. Experts say this is 

why it is important to eat a mixture of foods every day, to get 

enough of the vitamins our bodies need. 
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22. Laying the Roots for Healthy Teeth in Young 
Children 

Bad teeth can be painful -- and worse. They can even be 

deadly. Infections of the gums and teeth can release bacteria into 

the blood system. Those bacteria can increase the chances of a 

heart attack or stroke and worsen the effects of other diseases. 

And adults are not the only ones at risk. For example, in two 

thousand seven, doctors in the Washington area said a boy died 

when a tooth infection spread to his brain. They said it might have 

been prevented had he received the dental care he needed. He 

was twelve years old.  

Experts at the National Institutes of Health say good dental 

care starts at birth. Breast milk, they say, is the best food for the 

healthy development of teeth. Breast milk can help slow bacterial 

growth and acid production in the mouth. But dentists say a baby's 

gums and early teeth should be cleaned after each feeding. Use a 

cloth with a little warm water. Do the same if a baby is fed with a 

bottle. Experts say if you decide to put your baby to sleep with a 

bottle, give only water.  

When baby teeth begin to appear, you can clean them with 

a wet toothbrush. Dentists say it is important to find soft 

toothbrushes made especially for babies and to use them very 

gently.  

The use of fluoride to protect teeth is common in many 

parts of the world. For example, it is often added to drinking water 

supplies. The fluoride mixes with enamel, the hard surface on teeth, 

to help prevent holes, or cavities, from forming. But young children 

often swallow toothpaste when they brush. The American 

Academy of Pediatric Dentistry notes that swallowing fluoridated 

toothpaste can cause problems. So young children should be 

carefully supervised when they brush their teeth. And only a small 

amount of fluoridated toothpaste, the size of a green pea, should 

be used.  

Parents often wonder what effect thumb sucking or 

sucking on a pacifier might have on their baby's teeth. Dental 

experts generally agree that this is fine early in life. The American 

Academy of Family Physicians says most children stop sucking 

their thumb by the age of four. If it continues, the group advises 
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parents to talk to their child's dentist or doctor. It could interfere with 

the correct development of permanent teeth.  

Dentists say children should have their first dental visit at 

least by the time they are one year old. They say babies should be 

examined when their first teeth appear -- usually at around six 

months. 
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23. New Warnings about Smoking and Tobacco 
Products 

This week, we will present some new warnings about 

smoking and tobacco products.  

For many years, scientists have warned us not to smoke. 

The World Health Organization says tobacco is the leading 

preventable cause of death in the world. Five million people die of 

causes linked to tobacco use every year.  

Now, medical research has provided even more warnings. 

Advisers to America's Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

report that pneumococcal pneumonia threatens smokers more 

than nonsmokers. The advisers say many smokers will need a 

vaccine to help prevent the disease.  

This is the first time medical experts have suggested the 

vaccine for young and middle-aged adult smokers. The Advisory 

Committee on Immunization proposed that the vaccine be given to 

smokers ages nineteen through sixty-four.  

Past research showed that cigarette smokers are four 

times more likely to get pneumococcal diseases than nonsmokers. 

For years, older adults and children under two have been urged to 

get the vaccine. So have people with serious health problems like 

diabetes and heart disease. Others at risk are people with low 

resistance to infection.  

A C. D. C. official says it is not known why smokers are 

more likely to get pneumococcal infections. One idea is that 

smoking damages protective tissue in the back of the throat. As 

a result, bacteria are more likely to connect to the smoker's 

windpipe and lungs.  

The vaccine fights several kinds of Streptococcus 

pneumoniae. The bacteria can infect a person's brain, causing the 

disease meningitis. It also can affect the blood. Experts say up to 

twenty percent of people with pneumococcal blood infections die, 

even when treated.  

The experts say smoking even one cigarette a day can 

increase the threat of pneumococcal pneumonia by one hundred 

percent. The more cigarettes a person smokes, the greater the 

threat of the disease. Health officials say smokers should do more 

than get the pneumococcal vaccine. They urge people to stop 

smoking.  
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Smoking also can affect your hearing. That warning resulted 

from a study reported earlier this year by the International Society 

of Audiology Congress in Hong Kong. The study was said to be 

one of the largest ever carried out about hearing loss. The results 

were published in Springer's "Journal of the Association for 

Research in Audiology“. The report says hearing loss is not just a 

natural result of the aging process. The major cause is noise. But 

the report says smoking and being over-weight aid the 

development of hearing loss.  

Four thousand eighty-three people took part in the study. 

They were fifty-three to sixty-seven years old. They answered 

questions about their medical history and their contact with 

possible environmental threats. They also took hearing tests.  

Researchers considered the possibility of the links 

between the possible threats and hearing loss. The researchers 

found a close connection between smoking and hearing loss. 

Many smokers use tobacco products while eating or drinking 

alcohol in public. The American state of Massachusetts banned 

smoking in almost all restaurants and workplaces four years ago. 

The Massachusetts Department of Public Health and the Harvard 

School of Public Health organized the study. The findings may 

strengthen evidence for workplace smoking bans.  
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24. Keeping Your Ears Clean 

Some people's ears produce wax like busy little bees. This 

can be a problem even though earwax appears to serve an 

important purpose.  

Experts say it protects and cleans the ear. It traps dirt and 

other matter and keeps insects out. Doctors think it might also help 

protect against infections. And the waxy oil keeps ears from getting 

too dry. So earwax is good. It even has a medical name: cerumen. 

And there are two kinds. Most people of European or African 

ancestry have the "wet" kind: thick and sticky. East Asians 

commonly have "dry" earwax. But you can have too much of a good 

thing. The glands in the ear canal that produce the wax make too 

much in some people. Earwax is normally expelled; it falls out of 

the ear or gets washed away. But extra wax can harden and form 

a blockage that interferes with sound waves and reduces hearing. 

People can also cause a blockage when they try to clean out their 

ears -- but only push the wax deeper inside. Earwax removal is 

sometimes necessary. But you have to use a safe method or you 

could do a lot of damage.  

Experts at N. I. H. , the National Institutes of Health, suggest 

some ways to treat excessive earwax yourself. They say the wax 

can be softened with mineral oil, glycerin or ear drops. They say 

hydrogen peroxide or carbamide peroxide may also help.  

Another way to remove wax is known as irrigation. With 

the head upright, take hold of the outer part of the ear. Gently pull 

upward to straighten the ear canal. Use a syringe device to gently 

direct water against the wall of the ear canal. Then turn the head to 

the side to let the water out. The experts at N. I. H. say you may 

have to repeat this process a few times. Use water that is body 

temperature. If the water is cooler or warmer, it could make you feel 

dizzy. Never try irrigation if the eardrum is broken. It could lead to 

infection and other problems. After the earwax is gone, gently dry 

the ear. But if irrigation fails, the best thing to do is to go to a health 

care provider for professional assistance. You should never put a 

cotton swab or other object into the ear canal. But you can use a 

swab or cloth to clean the outer part of the ear. The experts agree 

with the old saying that you should never put anything smaller than 

your elbow in your ear.   
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25. Colds, Flu and Folk Advice 

Autumn and winter are cold and flu season -- when people 

are most likely to catch the viruses that cause influenza and the 

common cold. Is the old advice true that dressing warmly will help 

prevent a cold? Or if you do get sick, should you follow the old 

saying, "Feed a cold and starve a fever"? 

And what about that fever? Should you take medication to 

reduce your temperature, or is it better to let the body treat the 

infection itself? Everyone seems to have an answer. But how much 

value is there in popular wisdom? Doctor Alvin Nelson El Amin 

knows a lot about cold and flu season in California. He is medical 

director of the immunization program for the Los Angeles County 

Department of Public Health.  

Doctor Nelson El Amin says research may be just starting 

to provide evidence for long-held beliefs. For example, scientists 

for years dismissed the idea that getting cold and wet might cause 

colds or flu. But recent studies have shown that cold temperatures 

cause stress on the body. That stress can create conditions more 

inviting to viruses. So maybe it does make sense to wrap up 

warmly before going outside. And what about the advice to feed a 

cold and starve a fever? Doctor Nelson El Amin says if you have a 

cold and are hungry, you should eat. But a fever, especially a high 

one, suggests a more serious problem. He says people are usually 

not hungry anyway when they have a high fever. Eating might even 

cause a person to vomit. But drinking plenty of liquids is important. 

A fever can easily dehydrate the body. Finally, when should you 

treat a fever? Doctor Nelson El Amin says a fever should be treated 

if it stays at forty degrees centigrade or above for a day or more. A 

temperature that high can damage brain cells. The doctor also 

believes in treating a fever if it prevents a person from sleeping.  

Aspirin, acetaminophen and ibuprofen can all be used to 

reduce pain and fever. But aspirin should not be given to children 

because it can cause a rare condition.  

One belief that Doctor Nelson El Amin wanted to make 

clear is wrong is that influenza vaccine can cause the flu. It cannot. 

Sometimes people get the flu from another person soon after they 

get vaccinated, so they blame the vaccine, he says. But, flu 

vaccines do not protect everyone who gets them. Still, even if a 

person does get sick, the vaccine can limit the effects of the virus.   
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26. Among Vitamins, D Seems Short for 'Does a Lot' 

Vitamin D helps bones and muscles grow strong and 

healthy. Low levels of vitamin D can lead to problems such as 

rickets, a deformity mainly found in children. Osteoporosis, the 

thinning of bone, is a common problem as people, especially 

women, get older. But more and more research is suggesting that 

vitamin D might also help prevent many diseases.  

The easiest way to get vitamin D is from sunlight. The sun's 

ultraviolet rays react with skin cells to produce vitamin D. But many 

people worry about getting skin cancer and skin damage from the 

sun. As a result they cover their skin or wear sunblock or stay out 

of the sun. Also, darker skinned people produce less vitamin D than 

lighter skinned people. Production also decreases in older people 

and those living in northern areas that get less sunlight. Not many 

foods naturally contain vitamin D. Foods high in this vitamin include 

oily fish such as salmon, tuna and mackerel, and fish liver oils.  

Boston University researchers reported last year that 

farmed salmon had only about one-fourth as much vitamin D as wild 

salmon. Small amounts of D are found in beef liver, cheese and egg 

yolks. And some people take dietary supplements containing the 

vitamin. But most of the vitamin D in the American diet comes from 

foods with D added, like milk.  

In nineteen ninety-seven, the United States Institute of 

Medicine established levels for how much vitamin D healthy people 

need. It set the daily amount at two hundred international units from 

birth through age fifty. It set the level at four hundred I. U. s through 

age seventy, and six hundred for age seventy-one and over. But 

some groups say these amounts are not high enough. They are 

hoping that the new research findings will lead to new 

recommendations.  

Research in the last several years has shown that low levels 

of vitamin D may increase the risk of heart attacks in men and 

deaths from some cancers. Other studies have shown that people 

with rheumatic diseases often have low levels of vitamin D.  

More doctors are now having their patients tested for their 

vitamin D levels. But as research continues, some experts worry 

that if people take too much vitamin D, it might act as a poison. Also, 

skin doctors warn people to be careful with sun exposure because 

of the risk of skin cancer.   
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27. Midlife Crisis and U 

A new study shows that unhappiness in middle age, also 

known as midlife crisis, is a universal experience. Two economists 

did the study: Andrew Oswald of the University of Warwick in England 

and David Blanchflower at Dartmouth College in New Hampshire. 

They used information collected earlier on two million people from 

eighty nations.  

They found that people around the world seem to share an 

emotional design in life. That design, they say, is shaped like the 

letter U. Levels of happiness are highest when people are young and 

when they are old. In the middle, however, most people's happiness 

and life satisfaction levels drop. Professor Oswald says some 

people suffer from midlife depression more than others. But, he says, 

it happens to men and women, to single and married people, to rich 

and poor and to those with and without children. Generally 

speaking, people reach their lowest levels between the ages of 

about forty and fifty-five. But then, as they continue into old age, their 

happiness starts to climb back up.  

What the research does not show is why all this happens. 

Professor Oswald says one possibility is that people recognize 

their limitations in middle age and give up on some long-held 

dreams. Or perhaps people who are happier live longer, and this is 

responsible for a growing percentage of happy older people. Or, he 

says, maybe people have seen others their age die and they value 

more their own remaining years. The report is to be published in the 

journal Social Science and Medicine.  

Last December, government researchers reported a big 

increase in suicides among middle-aged people in the United 

States. They looked at injury-related death rates by age group from 

nineteen ninety-nine to two thousand four. They found that suicide 

increased almost twenty percent among people ages forty-five to 

fifty-four. No one is sure why. By comparison, rates generally fell for 

those sixty-five and older. And for people twenty to twenty-nine the 

suicide rate was nearly unchanged. The report from the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention noted that the findings are subject 

to some limitations. For example, accidental drug poisonings might 

sometimes be mistaken for suicides.  
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Over all, suicides in the United States increased four percent 

from nineteen ninety-nine to two thousand four. That year thirty-two 

thousand four hundred people took their own lives.  
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28. Understanding Happiness 

For thousands of years, people have been debating the 

meaning of happiness and how to find it.  

From the ancient Greeks and Romans to current day 

writers and professors, the debate about happiness continues. 

What makes someone happy? In what parts of the world are people 

the happiest? Why even study happiness? Today, we explore 

these questions and learn about several new books on happiness 

studies.  

The Greek philosopher Aristotle said that a person’s highest 

happiness comes from the use of his or her intelligence. Religious 

books such as the Koran and Bible discuss faith as a form of 

happiness. The British scientist Charles Darwin believed that all 

species were formed in a way so as to enjoy happiness. And, the 

United States Declaration of Independence guarantees “life, liberty 

and the pursuit of happiness” as a basic human right. People 

throughout history may have had different ideas about happiness. 

But today, many people are still searching for its meaning.  

But how do you study something like happiness? You could 

start with the World Database of Happiness at Erasmus University 

in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. This set of information includes how 

to define and measure happiness. It also includes happiness 

averages in countries around the world and compares that 

information through time.  

Some findings are not surprising. For example, the 

database suggests that married people are happier than single 

people. People who like to be with other people are happier than 

unsocial people. And people who have sex a lot are happier than 

people who do not. But other findings are less expected: People 

with children are equally happy as couples without children. And 

wealthier people are only a little happier than poorer people. The 

database suggests that people who live in strongly democratic and 

wealthy countries are happier than those who do not.  

This database also shows that studying happiness no 

longer involves just theories and ideas. Economists, psychiatrists, 

doctors and social scientists are finding ways of understanding 

happiness by examining real sets of information.  

Positive psychology is the new term for a method of 

scientific study that tries to examine the things that make life worth 
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living instead of life’s problems. Traditional psychology generally 

studies negative situations like mental suffering and sickness. But 

positive psychology aims to study the strengths that allow people 

and communities to do well. Martin Seligman is the director of the 

Positive Psychology Center at the University of Pennsylvania in 

Philadelphia. He says positive psychology has three main concerns: 

positive emotions, positive individual qualities and positive 

organizations and communities.  

There is also an increasing amount of medical research 

on the physical qualities of happiness. Doctors can now look at 

happiness at work in a person’s brain using a method called 

magnetic resonance imaging, or MRI. For example, an MRI can 

show how one area of a person’s brain activates when he or she is 

shown happy pictures. A different area of the brain becomes active 

when the person sees pictures of terrible subjects.  

Doctors are studying brain activity to better understand the 

physical activity behind human emotions. This research may lead to 

better understanding of depression and other mental problems.  

Happiness is an extremely popular subject for books. If you 

search for "happiness" on the Web site of the online bookseller, 

Amazon. com, you will find more than two hundred thousand 

results. Experts from several areas of study recently published 

books on the subject.  

The historian Darrin McMahon examines the development 

of happiness in “Happiness: A History”. Mr. McMahon looks at two 

thousand years of politics and culture in western countries. He says 

it is only in recent history that people think of happiness as a natural 

human right.  

Darrin McMahon explains how the ancient Greeks thought 

happiness was linked to luck. He says it was not until the 

Enlightenment period in eighteenth century Europe that people 

began to think they had the power to find happiness themselves. 

He notes that in demanding happiness, people may think something 

is wrong with them or others if they are not happy. Mr. McMahon 

sees the pressure to be happy as actually creating unhappiness.  

Darrin McMahon says his book will not make readers 

happier. But he says that by comparing your situation with people 

throughout history, you can have a better understanding of the idea 

of happiness.  
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The journalist Eric Weiner recently wrote a book called 

“The Geography of Bliss “. Mr. Weiner traveled to countries such as 

Switzerland, Bhutan, Qatar and Thailand to investigate happiness 

in different parts of the world. He met with experts and talked with 

local people to try to understand what makes people in different 

societies happy.  

For example, Eric Weiner learned that in Bhutan, the 

government measures “Gross Domestic Happiness” as a way to tell 

whether its citizens are happy. Mr. Weiner also traveled to Moldova, 

a country he says is one of the least happy countries in the world. 

And he traveled to Iceland because studies show that it is one of the 

happiest nations in the world.  

Mr. Weiner at first could not understand why a country with 

so little sunlight in the winter and so many alcohol drinkers could be 

so happy. But, he decided that happiness in Iceland is linked to its 

close community, striking natural beauty and high levels of 

creativity. Denmark, another cold country, also has been listed as 

one of the happiest countries. Mr. Weiner says the United States is 

the twenty-third happiest country in the world.  

Dan Gilbert teaches psychology at Harvard University in 

Massachusetts. He recently published “Stumbling on Happiness”. 

Mr. Gilbert looks at the way the human mind is different from other 

animals because we can think about the future and use our 

imaginations. He also explains how our minds can trick us in a 

way that creates difficulties in making happy choices for the future.  

For example, a person might think that buying a new car 

would make him or her happy even though the last car the person 

bought did not. So, events that we believe will bring us happiness 

bring us less than we think. And, events we fear will make us 

unhappy make us less unhappy than we believe. The book provides 

valuable information on the surprising ways in which our minds 

work. Here is a recording of Mr. Gilbert talking about this “impact 

bias”. It was taken from the Big Think Web site.  

DAN GILBERT:"Most of the time when people are wrong 

about how they’ll feel about the future, they’re wrong in the direction 

of thinking that things will matter to them more than they really do. 

We are remarkable at our ability to adjust and adapt to almost any 

situation; but we seem not to know this about ourselves. And so we 

mistakenly predict that good things will make us happy really 
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happy for a really long time. Bad things, why they’ll just slay us. It turns 

out neither of these things is by and large true “. 

Why is studying happiness important? There are many 

answers to this question. One has to do with understanding 

happiness in order to create better public policies. Richard Layard 

is a British economist and lawmaker who studies this subject. His 

research is influenced by the eighteenth century thinker Jeremy 

Bentham. Mr. Bentham believed that the goal of public policy was 

to create the “greatest happiness for the greatest number”. 

Richard Layard has looked at the relation between 

happiness and a country’s wealth. He questions why people in 

western countries are no happier than they were fifty years ago 

although they now earn more money.  

Mr. Layard believes that part of the problem is that 

economics and public policy tend to measure a country’s success 

by the amount of money it makes. He notes that happiness depends 

on more than the purchasing power of a person or a nation.  

Mr. Layard says that public policy should also help people 

improve the things that lead to happiness such as job security and 

health. To help improve public health policies in Britain, Mr. Layard 

has pressed the British government to spend more money on 

mental health treatment centers. He argues that by helping people 

recover from mental illness, the government can make a big step 

in the effort to increase happiness.  
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29. About Influenza, Commonly Called the Flu 

This week, our subject is influenza, commonly called the flu. 

Winter officially arrived in northern areas of the world last month. 

Medical experts have another name for the start of winter -- the flu 

season.  

Influenza is a common infection of the nose and throat, and 

sometimes the lungs. The cause is a virus that passes from one 

person to another. The virus spreads through the air when an 

infected person expels air suddenly.  

Influenza develops after the virus enters a person's nose or 

mouth. The flu causes muscle pain, sudden high body temperature, 

breathing problems and weakness. Generally, most people feel 

better after a week or two. But the flu can kill. It is especially 

dangerous to the very young, the very old and those with weakened 

defenses against disease.  

The World Health Organization says the influenza virus 

infects up to five million people around the world each year. 

Between two hundred fifty thousand and five hundred thousand 

people die every year from influenza.  

Medical experts have recognized for some time that people 

become infected with influenza during the winter months. But they 

did not really know why until recently.  

American researchers say they now know why the influenza 

virus spreads in the winter and not in the summer. They say it is 

because the virus remains in the air longer when the air is cold and 

dry.  

Researchers in New York carried out twenty experiments 

with guinea pigs to investigate how the virus spreads. First, they 

confirmed that the guinea pigs could develop the flu and pass it on 

to others. The researchers then placed the animals in areas where 

the virus was present in the air. Then they changed the temperature 

and humidity levels of their environments. Humidity is the amount 

of wetness in the air.  

The researchers found the virus spread the most when the 

temperature was about five degrees Celsius and the humidity was 

twenty percent. Few of the guinea pigs developed influenza as the 

temperature increased. The virus stopped spreading completely at 

thirty degrees Celsius and eighty percent humidity. The researchers 
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also found that the animals spread the virus among themselves nearly 

two days longer when the temperature was low.  

Results of the study were reported in PLoS Pathogens, a 

publication of the Public Library of Science. One of the researchers 

said the study shows that influenza virus is more likely to infect 

people during an outdoor walk on a cold day than in a warm room. 

He said cold air helps the virus survive in the air and low humidity 

helps it stay there longer. That is because particles of the virus ride 

on the extremely small drops of water floating in the air. When the 

air is very humid, water droplets fall to the ground more quickly.  

The researchers say, however, that people should not stay 

in warm places all the time in cold weather to avoid the flu. They say 

the best way to prevent the sickness is to get yearly injections of a 

vaccine that prevents influenza.  

Medical experts have identified three major kinds of 

influenza. They call them type A, B and C. Type C is the least 

serious. People may not even know they have it. But researchers 

study the other two kinds very closely. Viruses change to survive. 

This can make it difficult for the body to recognize and fight an 

infection.  

A person who has suffered one kind of flu cannot develop 

that same kind again. The body's defense system produces 

antibodies. These substances stay in the blood and destroy the 

virus if it appears again. But the body may not recognize a flu virus 

that has even a small change.  

Each year, researchers develop vaccines to prevent the 

spread of the flu virus. The World Health Organization holds 

meetings in which experts discuss what kinds of flu viruses to 

include in the next vaccine.  

Historical records have described sicknesses believed to be 

influenza for more than two thousand years. The Roman historian 

Livy described such a disease attacking the Roman army. People 

in fifteenth century Italy thought sicknesses were caused by the 

influence of the stars. So they called it, "influenza “. 

In seventeen eighty-one, influenza moved from Europe to 

North America to the West Indies and Latin America. The flu spread 

in Asia in eighteen twenty-nine, then again in eighteen thirty-six. It 

also traveled to Southeast Asia, Russia and the United States.  
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In eighteen eighty-nine, the flu began in Central Asia, 

spread north into Russia, east to China and west to Europe. Later, 

it affected people in North America and Africa. Experts say two 

hundred fifty thousand people died in Europe in that flu pandemic. 

Around the world, the number was at least one million.  

The deadliest spread of influenza ever reported involved a 

flu that first appeared in Spain. The Spanish flu killed between 

twenty million and fifty million people around the world in nineteen-

eighteen and nineteen-nineteen. Even young, healthy people 

became sick and died in just a few days.  

Periods when diseases spread around the world are called 

pandemics. The World Health Organization says the next flu 

pandemic is likely to kill as many as six hundred fifty thousand 

people in industrial countries. But it says the greatest effect will 

likely be in developing countries. The W. H. O. notes that health 

resources in those countries are limited, and people there are 

weakened by poor health and diet.  

Researchers say the new kind of flu will appear 

unexpectedly. They will not have enough time to identify it and 

produce a vaccine. That is why they are developing faster ways to 

produce vaccines. Eighty years ago, the flu virus took months to 

spread around the world. Today, airplane travel means a virus can 

spread to far around the world in just days.  

Last year, the World Health Organization said the world is 

closer to a pandemic of the influenza virus than at any time since 

nineteen sixty-eight. The flu virus would spread quickly to large 

numbers of people in many countries. The pandemic threat is the 

h-five n-one influenza virus, also known as the bird flu.  

Wild and farm birds often have a flu virus. Yet they usually 

are able to carry the virus without getting sick. In nineteen ninety-

seven, six people in Hong Kong died of the h-five n-one virus. The 

Hong Kong government quickly ordered the killing of all farm birds 

there. That stopped the spread of h-five n-one to people in Hong 

Kong. Yet the virus had already spread to other parts of Asia. It was 

found in sixteen countries between two thousand three and two 

thousand six. The WHO says the bird flu virus had infected a total 

of three hundred thirty-eight people by December twelfth. Two 

hundred eight of them died. Yet fewer people were infected with 

bird flu or died of it last year than in two thousand six.  
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These numbers show that the deadly bird flu virus is not 

spreading among people very easily. But that could change. 

Researchers are worried about the virus changing so that it could 

spread from person to person. People would become infected with 

a virus their bodies have never before experienced. They would 

have no protection.  

Researchers are attempting to develop a vaccine to protect 

against bird flu. Still, they know that any vaccine would not be ready 

until a pandemic had already begun.  

Some British researchers say people should be told to wear 

physical barriers against infectious diseases, like masks on the face 

or gloves to protect the hands. The researchers examined fifty-one 

published studies on the effect of simple ways to prevent throat and 

lung infections. They found that hand-washing, wearing masks and 

using gloves each stopped the spread of viruses. The researchers 

also found that such physical barriers were even more effective 

when used together. They said these simple, low-cost measures 

could prove to be an easy way to prevent the spread of deadly 

viruses. 
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30. Skin Care: Don't Let a Little Cut Fool You 

Even minor cuts can become infected if they are left 

untreated. Any break in the skin can let bacteria enter the body. 

An increasing number of bacterial skin infections are resistant to 

antibiotic medicines. These infections can spread throughout the 

body. But taking good care of any injury that breaks the skin can 

help prevent an infection.  

Medical experts say the first step in treating a wound is to 

use clean water. Lake or ocean water should not be used. To clean 

the area around the wound, experts suggest using a clean cloth and 

soap. They say there is no need to use products like hydrogen 

peroxide or iodine.  

It is important to remove all dirt and other material from the 

wound. After the wound is clean, use a small amount of antibiotic 

ointment or cream. Studies have shown that these medicated 

products can aid in healing. They also help to keep the surface of 

the wound from becoming dry. Finally, cover the cut with a clean 

bandage while it heals. Change the bandage daily and keep the 

wound clean.  

As the wound heals, inspect for signs of infection including 

increased pain, redness and fluid around the cut. A high body 

temperature is also a sign of infection. If a wound seems infected, 

let the victim rest. Physical activity can spread the infection. If there 

are signs of infection, seek help from a doctor or other skilled 

medical provider. For larger wounds, or in case bleeding does not 

stop quickly, use direct pressure. Place a clean piece of cloth on the 

area and hold it firmly in place until the bleeding stops or medical 

help arrives.  

Direct pressure should be kept on a wound for about twenty 

minutes. Do not remove the cloth if the blood drips through it. 

Instead, put another cloth on top and continue pressure. Use more 

pressure if the bleeding has not stopped after twenty minutes. Deep 

cuts usually require immediate attention from trained medical 

providers.  

Doctors suggest getting a tetanus vaccination every ten 

years. A tetanus booster shot may be required if a wound is deep 

or dirty. To learn more about first aid, contact a hospital or local 

organization like a Red Cross or Red Crescent society. There may 

be training programs offered in your area.   
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31. Smokers Should Stop Smoking 

On our program this week, some new information about 

tobacco smoke -- and it’s not good news. Few people would argue 

that tobacco smoke is good for you. For more than forty years, 

scientists have said cigarette smoking can cause serious health 

problems. But today, smokers and people who do not smoke often 

argue about smoking in the workplace.  

Many non-smokers would like to have smoking banned 

where they work. They fear harmful effects from other people's 

tobacco smoke, also known as secondhand smoke. Business 

owners often say a ban on smoking would harm their profits. And, 

smokers say such a ban would interfere with their rights.  

In the United States, secondhand smoke causes about 

three thousand non-smoking adults to die of lung cancer each year. 

That information comes from a private group, the American Cancer 

Society.  

Recently, the American Journal of Public Health published 

two reports about secondhand smoke. The Multnomah County 

Health Department in Oregon and the Oregon Department of 

Human Services organized one study. The University of Minnesota 

Cancer Center in Minneapolis assisted them.  

The study involved eighty-four non-smokers who worked 

at restaurants and drinking places in Oregon. Thirty-two worked in 

businesses that banned smoking. Fifty-two others worked in 

businesses that permitted smoking. Most worked as servers or 

prepared drinks. Two thirds of those studied were women.  

The researchers asked the non-smokers about how much 

time they had spent around smokers while away from work. The 

breath of the workers was tested to make sure they had not been 

smoking.  

Then the researchers tested liquid wastes from the workers. 

They found a substance called NNAL in the urine. NNAL is a 

byproduct of NNK, a chemical found only in tobacco products. 

Other studies have linked NNK to lung cancer. Over time, scientists 

have identified more than sixty chemicals in tobacco smoke that 

cause cancer in people and animals.  

The researchers tested the urine of the workers before they 

started their jobs and again as they finished. Those working where 

smoking was permitted were more likely to have NNK in their urine. 
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The study did not deal with whether secondhand smoke caused health 

problems in nonsmokers. But last year, the evidence against 

secondhand smoke caused America's top medical officer to advise 

banning smoking in buildings.  

The second report in the American Journal of Public Health 

came from the Public Health Institute in California. The Public 

Health Institute is a nonprofit organization that says businesses 

should be free of smoke.  

The Institute says employers must keep workplaces safe for 

employees. It tells employers that they are open to legal action if 

their environment harms workers. Margaret Chan is director-general 

of the World Health Organization. She has urged all countries to 

pass laws banning smoking in workplaces.  

Businesses are not the only places where secondhand 

smoke is a threat. People who smoke at home should think about 

the health of others living with them. The American Cancer Society 

says secondhand smoke causes lung infections in as many as three 

hundred thousand young children each year.  

The W. H. O. estimates that smoking is responsible for 

the deaths of five million people each year. At current rates, it says 

tobacco use could kill ten million people a year by two thousand 

twenty. Smoking by pregnant women can threaten the unborn. 

Expectant mothers are more likely to have babies with health 

problems and low birth weight. Babies with low weight at birth have 

an increased risk of dying young. They may also suffer health 

problems.  

Older smokers are also at risk. A study in the publication 

Neurology showed that older adults who smoke face an increased 

risk of Alzheimer’s disease. Decreased mental health also was 

more likely in persons who smoked than in non-smokers. 

Alzheimer’s patients lose ability to think, plan and organize. After a 

time they become unable to care for themselves.  

Researchers in the Netherlands studied almost seven 

thousand adults aged fifty-five years or older. Seven hundred six of 

the adults developed dementia during the seven years of the study. 

Dementia is a condition that causes a decrease in a person's 

thinking ability. Persons who smoked during the study were fifty 

percent more likely to develop dementia than those who never 

smoked or had stopped.  
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Most people know that smoking causes lung cancer. But it also 

has been proven to be a major cause of cancers of the mouth, 

esophagus, kidney, bladder and pancreas. Cigarettes are not the 

only danger. Smokeless tobacco and cigars also have been linked 

to cancer. But these facts are not enough to prevent people from 

smoking.  

The American Cancer Society says there is no safe way to 

smoke. It says smoking begins to cause damage immediately. All 

cigarettes can damage the body. Smoking even a few cigarettes is 

dangerous.  

Nicotine is a substance in tobacco that gives pleasure to 

smokers. Nicotine is a poison. The American Cancer Society says 

nicotine can kill a person when taken in large amounts. It does this 

by stopping the muscles used for breathing. The body grows to 

depend on nicotine. When a former smoker smokes a cigarette, the 

nicotine reaction may start again. This forces the person to keep 

smoking.  

Studies have found that nicotine can be as difficult to resist 

as alcohol or the drug cocaine. So experts say it is better never to 

start smoking than it is to smoke with the idea of stopping later.  

Experts say menthol cigarettes are no safer than other 

tobacco products. Menthol cigarettes produce a cool feeling in the 

smoker’s throat. So people can hold the smoke in their lungs longer 

than smokers of other products. As a result, experts say menthol 

cigarettes may be even more dangerous than other cigarettes.  

Other smokers believe that cigarettes with low tar levels are 

safer. Tar is a substance produced when tobacco leaves are 

burned. It is known to cause cancer.  

America's National Cancer Institute has said people who 

smoke low-tar cigarettes do not reduce their risk of getting diseases 

linked to smoking. Scientists found no evidence of improvements 

to public health from changes in cigarette design and production in 

the past fifty years.  

Is there no way to smoke without harming your health? The 

American Cancer Society does not think so. The group wants 

people to stop or at least reduce smoking. For this reason it 

organizes the Great American Smokeout every year. The event 

takes place in November. Local volunteers support the efforts of 

individuals who want to stop smoking.  
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The American Cancer Society says blood pressure returns 

to normal twenty minutes after the last cigarette. Carbon monoxide 

gas levels in the blood return to normal after eight hours. The 

chance of heart attack decreases after one day. After one year, the 

risk of heart disease for a non-smoker is half that of a smoker.  

There are products designed to help people reduce their 

dependence on cigarettes. Several kinds of nicotine replacement 

products provide small amounts of the chemical. These can help 

people stop smoking.  

Experts also say a drug used to treat depression has 

helped smokers. The drug is called Zyban. It does not contain 

nicotine. It works by increasing levels of dopamine in the brain. 

Dopamine is a chemical that produces pleasure.  

Here is some advice from people who have stopped 

smoking: Stay away from alcoholic drinks. Take a walk instead of 

smoking a cigarette. Avoid people who are smoking. If possible, 

stay away from situations that trouble you.  

It is not easy to stop smoking. And people never can 

completely control their own health. But as one doctor advises her 

patients, becoming a non-smoker is one way to gain control of 

your life. 
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32. Gaining Weight as Friends, and Maybe Losing It 
Too 

When one person gains weight, their close friends often 

follow. Researchers have just offered evidence in a study that says 

obesity appears to spread through social ties. But the findings 

might also offer hope.  

If friends help make obesity acceptable, then they might 

also be influential in losing the fat. The researchers note that 

support groups are already an effective tool in dealing with other 

socially influenced problems, like alcoholism.  

The findings appeared in the New England Journal of 

Medicine. The researchers used information collected from twelve 

thousand people. It was collected between nineteen seventy-one 

and two thousand three as part of the Framingham Heart Study. The 

information was highly detailed. There was even contact 

information for close friends of the people in the study.  

The researchers examined more than forty thousand social 

ties. They found that a person's chances of becoming severely 

overweight increased by fifty-seven percent if a friend had become 

obese. A sister or brother of a person who became obese had a 

forty percent increased chance of becoming obese. The risk for a 

wife or husband was a little less than that.  

Nicholas Christakis of Harvard Medical School was a lead 

investigator in the study. He says there is a direct causal 

relationship between a person getting fat and being followed in 

weight gain by a friend. The study found that the sex of the friends 

was also an influence. In same-sex friendships, a person had a 

seventy-one percent increased risk of becoming obese. Men had a 

forty-four percent increased risk of becoming obese after weight 

gain in a brother. In sisters, it was sixty-seven percent.  

The researchers also considered the effect of where people 

lived in relation to each other. James Fowler of the University of 

California, San Diego, was the other lead investigator. He says a 

friend who lives a few hundred kilometers away has as much 

influence as one in the same neighborhood. He says the study 

demonstrates the need to consider that a major part of people's 

health is tied to their social connections. Both investigators say 

their research shows that obesity is not just a private medical issue, 

but a public health problem.   
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33. The ABCs of Allergies 

An allergy is an unusually strong reaction to a substance. 

Many things can cause allergies. The most common cause is 

pollen. Trees usually produce pollen in the spring, grasses in the 

summer and weeds in the fall as part of their reproductive 

process. Other causes include organisms such as dust mites and 

molds. Chemicals, plants and dead skin particles from dogs and 

cats can also cause allergic reactions. So can insect stings and 

some foods. The most common kind of allergic reaction is itchy, 

watery eyes and a blocked or watery nose. Allergies can also cause 

red, itchy skin. Some reactions can be life-threatening -- for 

example, when breathing passages become blocked.  

Avoiding whatever causes an allergy may not always be 

easy. Antihistamine drugs may offer an effective treatment. Another 

treatment used in some cases is called immunotherapy. A patient 

is injected with small amounts of the allergy-causing substance. The 

idea is that larger and larger amounts are given over time until the 

patient develops a resistance to the allergen.  

In the United States, experts estimate that up to four percent 

of adults and up to eight percent of young children have food 

allergies. Every year these allergies cause about thirty thousand 

cases of anaphylaxis, a severe reaction that requires immediate 

treatment. It can result in trouble breathing and in some cases 

death. The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases says 

one hundred to two hundred people die. It says most of the reactions 

are caused by peanuts and tree nuts such as walnuts.  

People can also be allergic to medicines. The American 

Academy of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology says about five to ten 

percent of bad reactions to commonly used medicines are allergic. 

In other words, a person's immune system overreacts and 

produces an allergic reaction. The most common reactions include 

skin rashes, itching, breathing problems and swelling in areas such 

as the face. But the academy estimates that allergic reactions to 

drugs cause one hundred six thousand deaths each year in the 

United States alone. It says antibiotics such as penicillin are among 

the drugs more likely than others to produce allergic reactions. So 

are anticonvulsants and hormones such as insulin. Other kinds 

include some anesthesia medicines, vaccines and biotechnology-

produced proteins.  
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34. When Fear Takes Control of the Mind 

A panic attack is a sudden feeling of terror. Usually it does 

not last long, but it may feel like forever. The cause can be 

something as normally uneventful as driving over a bridge or flying 

in an airplane. And it can happen even if the person has driven over 

many bridges or flown many times before.  

A fast heartbeat, Sweaty hands, Difficulty breathing, A 

lightheaded feeling. At first a person may have no idea what is 

wrong. But these can all be signs of what is known as panic 

disorder. The first appearance usually is between the ages of 

eighteen and twenty-four. In some cases it develops after a tragedy, 

like the death of a loved one, or some other difficult situation.  

In the United States, the National Institute of Mental Health 

says more than two million people are affected in any one-year 

period. The American Psychological Association says panic 

disorder is two times more likely in women than men. And it can last 

anywhere from a few months to a lifetime. Panic attacks can be 

dangerous -- for example, if a person is driving at the time. The 

Chesapeake Bay Bridge in the state of Maryland is so long and so 

high over the water, it is famous for scaring motorists. There is even 

a driver assistance program to help people get across.  

Some people who suffer a panic attack develop a phobia, a 

deep fear of ever repeating the activity that brought on the attack. 

But experts say panic disorder can be treated. Doctors might 

suggest anti-anxiety or antidepressant medicines. Talking to a 

counselor could help a person learn to deal with or avoid a panic 

attack. There are breathing methods, for example, that might help a 

person calm down.  

Panic disorder is included among what mental health 

professionals call anxiety disorders. A study published last week 

reported a link between anxiety disorders and several physical 

diseases. It says these include thyroid disease, lung and stomach 

problems, arthritis, migraine headaches and allergic conditions.  

Researchers at the University of Manitoba in Canada say 

that in most cases the physical condition followed the anxiety 

disorder. But, they say, exactly how the two are connected remains 

unknown. The report in the Archives of Internal Medicine came 

from a German health study of more than four thousand adults.   
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35. Stress: What It Can Do to Us, What We Can Do 
About It 

On our program this week, we talk about an emotional or 

mental influence commonly called stress. We also tell about the 

effects of stress on people's health.  

Many people in the United States suffered emotional or 

mental problems after the terrorist attacks on September eleventh, 

two thousand one. Terrorism creates fear and fear often leads to 

severe stress. Studies suggest that stress can reduce the body's 

ability to fight disease and can lead to serious health problems. 

Stress affects everybody every day. It is your body's reaction to 

physical, chemical, emotional or environmental influences. Some 

stress is unavoidable and may even be good for us. Stress can 

keep our bodies and minds strong. It gives us the push we need to 

react to an urgent situation. Some people say it makes them more 

productive at work and gives them more energy.  

Too much stress, however, can be harmful. It may make an 

existing health problem worse. Or it can lead to other illnesses or 

disease if a person is at risk for the condition. For example, your 

body reacts to stressful situations by raising your blood pressure 

and making your heart work harder. This is especially dangerous if 

you already have heart disease or high blood pressure. Stress is 

more likely to be harmful if you feel helpless to deal with the 

problem or situation that causes the stress.  

Anything you see as a problem can cause stress. It can be 

caused by everyday situations or by major problems. Stress results 

when something causes your body to act as if it were under attack. 

Causes of stress can be physical, such as injury or illness. Or they 

can be mental, such as problems with your family, job, health or 

finances. Many visits to doctors are for conditions connected with 

stress.  

The tension of stress can interfere with sleep or cause 

uncontrollable anger or sadness. A person may become more 

forgetful or find it harder to think clearly. Losing one's sense of 

humor is another sign of an unhealthy amount of stress.  

Stress can lead to other health problems if people try to 

ease it by smoking, drinking alcohol, taking drugs, or by eating more 

or less than normal.  
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Chronic stress lasts a long time or happens often. Chronic 

stress causes the body to produce too much of the hormones 

cortisol and adrenalin.  

Cortisol is called the "worry" hormone. It is produced when 

we are afraid. Adrenalin is known as the "fight or flight" hormone. It 

prepares the body to react physically to a threat.  

Persons under chronic stress produce too much of these 

hormones for long periods. Too much cortisol and adrenalin can 

result in physical problems and even changes that lead to stress-

linked illnesses.  

Cortisol provides high levels of energy during important 

periods. However, scientists have become concerned about the 

hormone's long-term effects on our health.  

Evidence shows that extended periods of cortisol in the 

body weakens bones, damages nerve cells in the brain. It also can 

weaken the body's defense system against disease. This makes it 

easier to get viral and bacterial infections.  

Chronic stress has been linked to high blood pressure and 

heart disease. Studies suggest that people who are easily stressed 

develop blockages in blood passageways faster than people who 

are calm. A few years ago, a study of women was carried out in 

Japan. It found that women who reported high levels of stress were 

more than two times as likely to die from stroke and heart disease 

as other women.  

High stress levels have been found to cause asthma attacks 

that make it difficult to breathe. Stress also is linked to mental 

conditions such as depression and anxiety disorders.  

Studies also have shown that chronic stress reduces the 

levels of the hormone estrogen in women. This might put some 

women at greater risk for heart disease or the bone-thinning 

disease, osteoporosis.  

Experts say long-term stress also can weaken your 

resistance to infections such as colds and influenza, as well as your 

ability to recover from these diseases. Extended periods of stress 

are also linked to headaches, difficulty sleeping, stomach problems 

and skin problems.  

Mental and health experts believe personality is an 

important part in how we experience stress. Personality is the way 
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a person acts, feels and thinks. Many things influence the development 

of a person's personality, including genetics and experience.  

Some people, for example, are aggressive and always in 

a hurry. They often become angry when things do not happen the 

way they planned. They are called "Type A" personalities. Studies 

suggest that these people often get stress-related illnesses.  

The "Type B" personality is a much more calm person. 

These people are able to deal with all kinds of situations more 

easily. As a result, they are less affected by stress.  

Studies show that men and women deal with stress 

differently. Women usually have stronger social support systems 

to help them in times of trouble. These social supports may help 

explain why many women seem to be better able to deal with stress 

than men are. However, experts say women are three times more 

likely to develop depression in reaction to the stress in their lives.  

Chronic stress is most common among people in the 

workplace, especially among women. Scientists studying stress in 

the workplace say many women are under severe stress because 

of the pressures of work, marriage and children. Some experts say 

that pressure can cause a chemical imbalance in the brain that can 

lead to depression. More than thirty million American women suffer 

from depression. These problems are linked to their stress-filled 

lives and constant hurrying.  

People who care for family members who are old or sick 

also suffer from high levels of stress. Most caregivers in the United 

States are women. Several studies have been done on people who 

care for family members with Alzheimer's disease. The studies 

showed that the caregivers had high cortisol levels in their bodies. 

This greatly weakened their natural defenses against disease.  

For example, one study in the United States found that 

women who cared for family members with Alzheimer's took an 

average of nine days longer to heal a small wound. It also showed 

the blood cells from the caregivers produced lower amounts of 

substances that are important for healing and for fighting disease.  

Experts say there are several ways to deal with stress. They 

include deep breathing and a method of guided thought called 

meditation. They also include exercise, eating healthy foods, getting 

enough rest and balancing the time spent working and playing.  
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Doctors say people should limit the amounts of alcohol and 

caffeine in their diets. People who have many drinks with caffeine, 

like coffee, experience more stress and produce more stress 

hormones.  

Experts say exercise is one of the most effective stress-

reduction measures. Running, walking or playing sports causes 

physical changes that make you feel better. Exercise also improves 

the body's defenses against disease. And a recent study found that 

it helps protect against a decrease in mental ability.  

Doctors say deep, slow breathing also is helpful. And many 

medical studies have shown that clearing the mind through quiet 

meditation helps you become calm. This causes lower blood 

pressure, reduced muscle tension and decreased heart rate.  

Experts say keeping stress to yourself can make problems 

worse. Researchers have linked the inability to identify and 

express emotions to many health conditions. These include eating 

disorders, fear disorders and high blood pressure. They say 

expressing emotions to friends or family members or writing down 

your feelings can help reduce stress.  

Experts say people should try to accept or change stressful 

situations whenever possible. Reducing stress may help you feel 

better and live longer. 
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36. Prostate Cancer: What It Is and How Doctors 
Treat It 

A listener in Vietnam recently asked what causes prostate 

cancer and how this disease is treated.  

The prostate gland is part of the reproductive system in 

males. Scientists are not sure what causes cancer of the prostate. 

But they have found things that can influence the development.  

Men with fathers or brothers who have had prostate cancer 

are more likely to get the disease. Also, the World Health 

Organization says diet may affect a man's chances. Prostate cancer 

appears more common in groups that eat a lot of animal fat, such 

as red meats and high-fat milk products.  

The W. H. O. says about two hundred fifty thousand men 

each year die from prostate cancer. The death rate is about ten 

times higher in Europe and North America than in Asia. In the United 

States, prostate cancer is the second leading cause of cancer 

death in men. The first is lung cancer from smoking.  

The American Cancer Society says exercise might help 

reduce the risk of prostate cancer. Prostate cancer is common in 

older men. The National Cancer Institute says more than seventy 

percent of men with the disease are age sixty-five or older.  

Most prostate cancers grow slowly. Some never cause any 

major problems. In these cases, a doctor might suggest simply 

watching for changes. In other cases, doctors may want to remove 

the prostate. This is a complex operation. A third kind of treatment 

involves the use of high energy X-rays to kill the cancer cells. Or a 

doctor may place small radioactive seeds in the prostate. Doctors 

have greater control with this method, so there is less risk of 

damage to healthy tissue. Cancer that has spread beyond the 

prostate gland may require more aggressive treatment.  

An enlarged prostate can be a sign of cancer. But the 

prostate normally increases in size as men get older. This can put 

pressure on the bladder and restrict the flow of waste. It can also 

affect sexual ability. And it can cause pain in the lower back and 

upper part of the legs. Doctors say one of the most important ways 

to reduce the risk of death from prostate cancer is to find the disease 

early. A doctor can feel the prostate for any hardness or growth. 

There is also a blood test to measure levels of a protein that might 

signal the presence of cancer.  
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37. Dental Health 

Today, we tell about diseases of the teeth and gums, and 

ways to prevent and treat them.  

People have been troubled by tooth and gum problems for 

thousands of years. The earliest record of dental treatment comes 

from ancient Egypt. Books say the Egyptians treated gum swelling 

by using a substance made of spices and onions. The earliest 

known person to treat tooth problems was also from Egypt. He lived 

about five-thousand years ago. He was known as a "doctor of the 

tooth “. 

Experts say Chinese people living almost five-thousand 

years ago treated tooth pain by acupuncture placing small sharp 

needles in different parts of the body. About one-thousand-three-

hundred years ago, the Chinese filled holes in the teeth with a 

mixture of the metals mercury, silver and tin. That was almost one-

thousand years before a similar substance was first used in 

western countries. Some ancient people like the Maya did not treat 

dental disease. But they made their teeth pretty by placing pieces 

of stone and metal on them.  

The ancient Romans were careful about keeping their teeth 

clean. More than two-thousand years ago, the Romans treated 

toothaches, filled holes in teeth, and made false teeth to replace 

those that had been lost.  

From the fifth to the fifteenth centuries, Europeans with 

tooth problems went to people called barber-surgeons. These 

people performed many services, including cutting hair, pulling 

teeth and treating medical conditions. Dental treatment improved 

during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as doctors increased 

their knowledge about teeth.  

Modern dentistry began in the seventeen-hundreds in 

France. That was when Pierre Fauchard published his book called 

"The Surgeon Dentist “. It was the first book about dental science. 

The book provided information about dental problems for other 

dentists to use. And it described ways to keep teeth healthy. Pierre 

Fauchard is considered the father of modern dentistry. His work was 

important in helping establish dentistry as a separate profession.  

Organized dentistry began in eighteen-forty. That is when 

the world's first dental school opened in the American city of 

Baltimore, Maryland. Four years later, a dentist first used drugs to 
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ease the pain during dental work. Two years after that, another dentist 

publicly demonstrated the use of the gas, ether, as a way to 

reduce pain. And in eighteen-fifty-eight, another American dentist 

invented a dental drill that was powered by stepping on a device. 

This machine made it possible for dentists to use both hands when 

working in a patient's mouth.  

In eighteen-ninety, an American scientist showed that 

bacteria in the mouth act on sugars that remain on the teeth after 

eating. This action creates acid that damages the tooth. The 

damage appears as a hole in the tooth. It is called a cavity. The 

part of the tooth that has been destroyed by the acid is inside the 

cavity. It is known as tooth decay. 

Tooth decay is common in the United States and around 

the world. Dental professionals say the acid remaining in the mouth 

must be removed before it destroys the outer covering of the teeth. 

Dentists say the best thing people can do for their teeth is to keep 

them clean. After eating, people should use a toothbrush or other 

device to clean the teeth. Then they should use a thin string or 

dental floss to remove particles of food between the teeth. Visiting 

a dentist every six months can help keep the teeth healthy and 

prevent cavities.  

Experts say the greatest improvement in dental health 

during the twentieth century began in the United States in the early 

Nineteen-Hundreds. Dentists in the small western town of Colorado 

Springs, Colorado found that children there had low rates of tooth 

decay. They discovered that the town's water supply contained 

fluoride, an element found in rocks and minerals. Public health 

researchers thought that adding fluoride to water in other American 

cities could reduce the rates of tooth decay.  

In Nineteen-Forty-Five, a test program began in the middle 

western state of Michigan. Ten years later, results showed a fifty to 

seventy percent reduction in cavities in the children who drank 

water containing fluoride. Since then, many studies have confirmed 

the value of fluoride. Today, most of the American water supply 

contains fluoride. And international health organizations, including 

the World Health Organization, support water fluoridation 

programs.  

Decay is not the only disease that can cause tooth loss. 

Another serious disease affects the gums, the tissue that 
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surrounds the teeth. It is also caused by bacteria. If the bacteria are 

not removed every day, they form a substance that stays on the 

teeth. This substance is known as plaque.  

At first, the gums appear to be swollen, and may bleed 

when the teeth are brushed. This can lead to serious infection of the 

tissue around the teeth. The infection may damage the bone that 

supports the teeth and cause tooth loss and other health problems. 

Studies have found that people with severe gum disease have an 

increased risk of developing heart disease, diabetes and stroke.  

Gum disease can be treated by a special dentist called a 

periodontist. Periodontists are trained to repair the gum areas that 

have been damaged. This can be painful and costly.  

Dental health experts say the best thing to do is to stop gum 

disease before it starts. The way to do this is to clean the teeth every 

day. People also should use dental floss to remove plaque from 

between the teeth. Most experts also agree that another way to 

prevent tooth and gum problems is to eat foods high in calcium and 

vitamins and low in sugar.  

Scientists continue to develop better dental treatments and 

equipment. Improved technology may change the way people 

receive dental treatment in the future. For example, dentists are 

now using laser light to treat diseased gums and teeth. Dentists use 

computer technology to help them repair damaged teeth. 

Researchers have developed improved methods to repair bone that 

supports the teeth. And genetic research is expected to develop 

tests that will show the presence of disease-causing bacteria in the 

mouth.  

Such increased knowledge about dental diseases and ways 

to prevent them has improved the health of many people. Yet 

problems remain in some areas. In industrial countries, minorities 

and other groups have a high level of untreated dental disease. In 

developing countries, many areas do not have even emergency 

care services. The World Health Organization says people in 

countries in Africa have the most tooth and gum problems.  

World Health organization experts say the dental health 

situation is different for almost every country in the world. As a 

result, it has developed oral health programs separately for each 

area.  
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The W-H-O oral health program is mainly for people living in 

poor areas. It provides them with information about mouth diseases 

and health care. It also studies preventive programs using fluoride 

in water, salt, milk and toothpaste. And it explores ways to include 

dental health in national health care systems.  

Many governments and other organizations provide help so 

people can get needed dental health services. But dental health 

professionals say people should take good care of their teeth and 

gums.  

They say people should keep their teeth as clean as 

possible. They should eat foods high in calcium and fiber. These 

include milk products, whole grain breads and cereals, vegetables, 

fruits, beans and nuts. Recent studies have shown that eating nuts 

can help slow the production of plaque on the teeth.  

Experts say these activities will help everyone improve their 

dental health throughout their lives.  
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